It BELONGS to this Modern World

Appearance, alone, announces the Lincoln-Zephyr the only car of its kind at any price. This "twelve" looks the part it plays so well. It is modern in structure. It is modern in performance. Yet it sells at a medium price.

When a new owner first takes the wheel, he finds there is something quite different about the easy, quiet behavior of the twelve-cylinder engine. It brings him new confidence in driving. It makes driving fun again. It has power in reserve, and smoothness to which he is unaccustomed, whether moving through traffic, or eating up miles on the open road.

Experienced Lincoln-Zephyr owners find that a day's drive seems shorter than before (though usually it is longer), and that the longest trips leave passengers relaxed and refreshed. Contributing to their comfort is the fact that they ride "amidships" on chair-like seats, their weight cushioned between soft transverse springs 1 3/4 inches apart.

In every sense this car is unique. It is a new idea that twelve cylinders can give from fourteen to eighteen miles to the gallon. Yet these thrifty cylinders do! In this car, closed models have no "chassis." Instead, body and frame are welded into a rigid unit of steel trusses and panels.

The Lincoln-Zephyr belongs to this modern world. It is a car full of forward-looking ideas that contribute to comfort, safety, ease of riding and driving. It increases the pleasures of motoring! And it is still years ahead!
A COMPACT LIBRARY

HOME BUILDING INFORMATION

What a time saver! Hundreds of home building materials, equipment and furnishings, from leading manufacturers, described and illustrated in one completely indexed volume. Ideas and information that would fill a letter file. Comparisons made easy. Yours, without cost or obligation—and no strings attached—if you comply with the restrictions below!

HOME OWNERS’ CATALOGS

FREE!—If you meet the following restrictions

RESTRICTIONS—Home Owners’ Catalogs will be sent only to owners who plan to build—or modernize—homes for their own occupancy within 12 months, east of the Rocky Mountains, costing $4000 or more for construction, exclusive of land. Every application must be accompanied by a personal letter giving (1) description of proposed home, (2) when you will build, (3) location, (4) expected cost, and (5) name and address of architect, if selected. EVERY APPLICATION WILL BE VERIFIED BY A DODGE REPRESENTATIVE.

F. W. DODGE CORPORATION, 119 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

I hereby apply for a copy of Home Owners’ Catalogs—which is to be sent prepaid, without cost or obligation—in accordance with above restrictions. My letter is attached.

Name: _____________________________ Street: _____________________________
City: _____________________________ State: _____________________________ Telephone: _____________________________

F. W. DODGE CORPORATION, 119 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
Antique Reproductions

The charm of fine old furniture that is woven into the American scene is faithfully and knowingly reproduced at Biggs, in the heart of the Old South... to enrich today's and tomorrow's living with the rich beauty of the past.

Hepplewhite End Table, ideal and convenient for lamps, flowers, chairside accessories. Graceful curved top, trimmed with carved Mahogany rim; inlaid with crosswood. 21 in. high; top, 14½ x 18½ in.; regular $37.50. July price... $30.

Biggs Antiques Co.
318 E. Franklin St.
Richmond, Virginia
1217 Conn. Ave. 221 Park S.
Alexandria, U. S. A.

Send 10c for catalogue "J".

Dancing Girl

Gracefully modeled figure of charming proportions, delightfully poised, can be used in a fountain or pool or on a pedestal at the end of a short vista.

Leads 21" $20.00
36" 40.00
Bronze 21" 35.00
Bronze 36" 60.00

Garden Decorations

Illustrated brochure of distinctive bronzes, lead, marble, terracotta, stone and composition stone on request.

Galloway Pottery on display

Erkins Studios
Established 1900
123 East 24th St., New York

For a Colonial hall or living room in the elegant tradition, this graceful Hepplewhite end table. Of beautiful finish solid mahogany, with fine satinwood inlay on top and legs. It stands 27" high; the top measures 14" by 24". Convenient size for a lamp or a favorite cigarette box. $15 from the Davis Furniture Shop, Old Lyme, Conn.

Grandmother would never have considered her tea service complete without her Guernsey jug for hot milk or hot water! This modern reproduction in heavily plated silver adds its traditional touch to your teas à deux. Wicker-handled, the pint size is 6" high, costs $5.75; 1½-pint size, 6½" high, $6.50. Scully & Scully, 506 Park Ave., N. Y. C.

Sedgwick Stair-Travelors
Residence Elevators
Licensed under Destine Co. patent

Write for illustrated booklet.

Also Trunk Lifts
Fuel Lifts and Dumb Waiters
for household use

*FOR THOSE WHO SHOULD NOT CLIMB STAIRS*

It Costs Too Much TO CLIMB STAIRS

Every staircase exacts its definite toll in heart strain, physical exhaustion, and accident peril. The price you pay is not reckoned in terms of dollars, but in health. It's much wiser, and pleasant, too, to ride at home in a Sedgwick Electric Elevator or on a Stair-Travelor. Recommended by physicians. Moderately priced. Simplified budget payments. Address Sedgwick Machine Works, 146 West 135th St., New York. Established 1893.

PENOBSCOT Indians in the Maine woods turn out rugged pack baskets like this one. It straps on your back, perhaps for a papoose, more likely for camping supplies or firewood. Curved to fit your back, it weighs almost nothing empty. 18" top opening, costs $3.50. Back straps, of best quality web, are $1.25. Order from Albert J. Nicola, Enfield, Maine.

Try Pinesbridge Farm Smoked Turkey! Until recently only a few American epicures enjoyed this savory, different delicacy. Now the owner of Pinesbridge Farm makes Smoked Turkey—cured and smoked after a century-old heirloom recipe—available to discriminating hosts everywhere. Turkeys weigh 7 to 15 lbs., smoked, $1.35 a pound, express prepaid. Order direct from the Farm. Or send for free booklet, Pinesbridge Farm, R.F.D. #1, Owlsing, N. Y.
If you are interested in any of the things shown on these pages, kindly send your checks or money orders directly to the shops. In each case, the address of the shop is listed in full.

The true piece de resistance of your Colonial home may well be this exquisite reproduction of an Adam mantelpiece. It's made by a shop which specializes in reproducing beautiful mantels of all periods. This one is hand-carved in natural cherry-wood; $200, and a real bargain at that! Ye Old Mantel Shoppe, 251 E. 33rd St., New York City

The "King Around the Kosy" design is a tradition of American hooked-rug making. This one was copied from an antique in the Metropolitan Museum, in mercerized jersey, on a beige ground with flowers in soft greens, pinks and blues, 18" by 36", $6.65; 27" by 55", $16; 32" by 60", $21.50. Laura Copenhaver, "Rosemont", Marion, Va.

An attractive variation on a typical Colonial theme is this Duncan Phyfe cloverleaf candlestand, converting into a convenient occasional table. It's made in solid Honduras mahogany, or in American black walnut, and you can also have it made with a round or oval top. The price is $15, from the Moser Furniture Co., 409 5th St., Lynchburg, Va.

Mount Vernon ★ Hepplewhite Sideboard
A solid mahogany replica of the original Sideboard at Mt. Vernon. Individually hand made by skilled Potthast craftsmen, following the technique and materials as well as the design of the original. Order direct at maker's price, $475.00. Write for free booklet, "Dining Room Beautiful!"

OUT OF THE PAST COMES THE INSPIRATION FOR AMERICA'S MOST DISTINCTIVE PIANO—MARKING A NEW EPOCH IN PIANO HISTORY

The SPINETGRAND—the Grand Piano in Spinet form—is distinguished from all other pianos for its character, grace, and beauty. It should not be confused with the many consoles, verticals, or so called "Spinets" of upright construction.

The Genuine SPINETGRAND has the Registered trade mark—SPINETGRAND—cast in the plate. Be sure to look for it.

In New York City the SPINETGRAND is obtainable only from MATHUSHEK. Those in other sections write for booklet H, describing the various designs including Early American, Sheraton, Louis XV and Modern.

MATHUSHEK PIANO MFG. CO.
43 WEST 57TH ST., NEW YORK CITY

THE LOUVRE COMES TO AMERICA—Sloane opens its new Salon du Louvre with authentic reproductions of objets d'art from the Musée du Louvre and the Musées Nationaux, available at moderate cost. Above: hand-colored print from the original plate. $10 (unframed) . . . . Third Floor Sloane

FIFTH AVENUE AT 47TH · NEW YORK
**For Lazy Summer Days**

**Mexico Sends This**

**HANDWOVEN SANDAL**

In White

Release your feet into the air-conditioned freedom of these smart imported sandals. Take them with you on your vacation for summer, for just being. We promise immediate delivery.

Shoesies are built and sewn with top heel and base heel straps to suit tired feet, differing slightly from all other hanies.

All sizes for men and women

PER PAIR POSTPAID $3.75

To order send an outline of the foot and mention shoe size. Colors: Pure white or black or light beige, Mexican choice.

All orders must be prepaid.

FOR JOY SUMMER APETIZERS

These 'Lemon Iced Fruit and Seafood Servers Provide ample Space for Cracked Ice. FRUIT COCKTAIL may also be used for ice cream, sherbets, or various seafoods. HEIGHT 4 1/2 postpaid $6.75 SHRIMP COCKTAIL may be used for ice cream, sherbets, or various seafoods. Height 4 1/2 postpaid $6.75 Works for now fourth anniversary booklet.

**OLD MEXICO SHOP**

**SANTA — NEW MEXICO**

**FOR SUMMER APPETIZERS**

**THESE ICED FRUIT AND SEAFOOD SERVERS PROVIDE ABLE SPACE FOR CRACKED ICE.**

**FRUIT COCKTAIL** may also be used for ice cream, sherbets, or various seafoods. Height 4 1/2 postpaid $6.75

**SHRIMP COCKTAIL** may be used for ice cream, sherbets, or various seafoods. Height 4 1/2 postpaid $6.75

**WORKS FOR FOURTH ANNIVERSARY BOOKLET.**

**A FLOWER THAT GLOWS WITH A COOL LIGHT**

Among the cleverest of new ideas in decorative lighting is this delightful, realistic flower that glows with a cool, brishteen light. It's perfect as a Summer night light, novel and charming as a decoration in any room. 5 inches high, complete with beautiful glazed pottery vase, case and plug. A.C. or D.C. Guaranteed 2000 hours. $2.95 postpaid.

**ILLUSTRATED FOLDER OF CHARMING GLORY LIGHT SUBJECTS MAILED ON REQUEST.**

**AEROLUX LIGHT CORP.**

653 Eleventh Ave., New York City

**YOUR GARDEN**

Enhance its natural beauty with shapely, colorful Terra Cotta, Sun Dias, Jars, Vases, Benches, Gazing Globes, Bird Baths, etc. Send 10 cents in stamps for illustrated brochure.

**GALLOWAY POTTERY**

5218 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

On display, 123 East 24th St., N. Y. C.

**ARTICHOKE PLATES**

$3.50 half doz.

Because of the tremendous shipments of these gleaming white plates we are importing from abroad, we are able to offer them at this new low price. The center depression holds the artichoke itself. A well holds the sauce and the hollow rim the discarded leaves. Shipped express collect.

**LAMBERT BROTHERS JEWELERS**

Lex. Ave. at 60th St., N. Y. C.

**A BENCH BECOMES A TABLE WITH GREAT SUCCESS**

A reproduction of old cobbler's bench—suitable for magazines, books, smoking accessories...

$25.00

**& CO.**

218 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

On display, 123 East 24th St., N. Y. C.
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Finding The Unusual

It takes unusual and beautiful pieces to give a home individuality and distinction. You'll find them in the studios of skilful craftsmen, in by-ways where fine old handiwork is reproduced, in shops that comb the markets of the world for lovely things.

But the search is an easy one, for you can discover all the charming and unusual accessories for your home in a comfortable tour of the Shopping Around pages of House & Garden.

St. Francis and the Birds provides a beautiful theme for a quiet corner of a country garden. The shell bird bath and figure are in white glazed pottery; over-all height is 23", width of shell 18". Figure and shell, bolted together, cost $25; blue or white pottery birds, $1 each. Malcolm's House & Garden Store, 524 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md.

If your garden takes itself too seriously, add a touch of humor with these lifelike frogs! The largest centers a pool, shooting a jet of water, the others sit 'round the edge. Fired terra cotta with weatherproof color. Largest, 8½" high, costs $12; next, 6½" long, $9; smallest, 5" long, $1.50. From F. B. Ackermann, 50 Union Square, New York City.

Tubs sturdy stool will bear with equanimity the most generously proportioned of your garden guests. In antique green iron, the top of five stained oak slats, and it's securely brazed underneath with an iron bar. 16" high; the top is 12" by 21", $12 from Galloway Terra Cotta Co., 5th and 32nd Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Unusual Opportunity

Those who seek individual design in modern furniture . . . custom-built by America's leading modernists establishment . . . naturally turn to Modernage. Our highly specialized decoration staff helps to meet your taste and budget.

Modernage

162 East 33rd St.
New York

Unusual Silver

We have one of the largest stocks of unusual silver in the United States, some consisting of the Worship, Church, Archdeacon, etc., by the leading silver makers. Correspondence Solicited.

Silver Sent on Approval

JULIUS GOODMAN & SON, INC.
45 South Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee

From Old Virginia

This quality beautiful Colonial Sewing Cabinet is reproduced from an original made in historic old Richmond between 1775 and 1794. Has three drawers and two drop leaves. Top measures 17 x 20 inches open, 17 x 20 inches closed. Height 39 inches. Price $47.50 express collect.

Write for illustrated folder.

ISABEL IMBODEN SHEEN
HANDICRAFT SHOP
BRISTOL-VIRGINIA

"CHARCO-GRILL"

Steaks Taste Better

when broiled outdoors over charcoal or charcoal briquets on this sturdy, permanent, complete unit. Install one in your own garden, it makes an attractive appearance when set in stone or brick. Parks, picnic grounds, overnight camps or country clubs will appreciate the safety and cleanliness of "CHARCO-GRILL". Price $20.00.

Send for folder.

AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE & FDRY. CO.
45 South Main Street
New York

From Old Virginia

This quality beautiful Colonial Sewing Cabinet is reproduced from an original made in historic old Richmond between 1775 and 1794. Has three drawers and two drop leaves. Top measures 17 x 20 inches open, 17 x 20 inches closed. Height 39 inches. Price $47.50 express collect.

Write for illustrated folder.
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Steaks Taste Better

when broiled outdoors over charcoal or charcoal briquets on this sturdy, permanent, complete unit. Install one in your own garden, it makes an attractive appearance when set in stone or brick. Parks, picnic grounds, overnight camps or country clubs will appreciate the safety and cleanliness of "CHARCO-GRILL". Price $20.00.

Send for folder.

AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE & FDRY. CO.
45 South Main Street
New York
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SHETLAND SHEEPDOGS

If you want a dog who will be a companion—protector for your children, we suggest the Shetland Sheepdog. Clean, alert, loyal and intelligent, they are all that one can ask from a dog.

Please tell us in what age, sex and color you are interested and for what purpose you wish the dog.

WALNUT HALL KENNELS
Indian Hill Road, Cincinnati, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Niekhu, Jr.

SHETLAND SHEEPDOGS

Daily Mail Order Collies bred for pets and show, pure breeders. Highly intelligent, show-quality, readily trained and hardy. Ideal home guards. Tinebridge Kennels Box 340 Fort Worth, Ohio

BRIARDS

The perfect Big Dog for a Small Place. Kind, neatly trained, excellent for Guard and With Children.

TRAVAILLER KENNEL
Miss Frances Rountree, Conway, N. Y. Tel. 214

NEWFOUNDLANDS

We offer puppies of the finest of home bred strain and also the beautiful Landseers by a prize winning sire.

KOGH KENNELS
Box 341 Fort Worth, Ohio

GREAT PYRENEES

Ideal companion and guard for children. Puppies available from registered stock.

COTE DE NEIGE
Box H Tel. West Bloxbury 34-15 West Stockbridge, Mass.

• COCKER SPANIELS •

If you want a small dog with small dog manners, neatly temperament, fine feathered and soft, health, select a Cocker Spaniel. We offer them in solid and parti-color, bred from the best of stock at a price that is reasonable for those who want a smart, friendly puppy as a pet in the home or a gentleman in the field.

MARJOLEAN KENNELS
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Lissier * 922 S. Negley Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

SPRINGER SPANIELS

Affectionate, obedient, courageous and versatile. Year old dogs of finest field breeding ready for full training. Dis­­temper immune. Noses proved.

Mrs. Richard S. Quigley, Box H, Look Haven, Pa.

PREMIER KENNELS
2304A West Avenue
Drake, Iowa

Welsh Terriers

A breed noted for its sturdiness, courage, intelli­gence. We have a fine collection of smart healthy puppies and young dogs. Call please, or write giving full particulars. Our kennel famed from coast to coast.

MARCRYSTAL KENNELS
(Daniel F. Morav-John L. Morris, Owners)
CARLYLE, ILLINOIS

CAIRN AND WELSH TERRIERS

Borthair Kennels
Miss Elizabeth Braun owner
Warwick Terrace, Werners Heights, Pittsburgh, Penna.
Ch. Poodle Club of Canada

POMERANIANS

A fine selection of top pomers of excellent type and quality. Bred in safety and elegance. In­­duction limited.

SUNSTAR
Pomeranian Kennels
Mrs. E. E. Brown owner
300 Big Blue Road
Burlington, Iowa

PEKINGESE

Many beautiful pep­­per for sale. Exquisite red miniature breed­­ed trained show winner $200.

For particulars apply to

ORNHAM MILL KENNELS
Mrs. Richard S. Ouglcy, Box H, Look Haven, Pa.

These Advertisers Will Give Special Consideration to Letters From Readers Who Mention House & Garden's Name

The Health and Good Conditioning of Your Dog

In purchasing a dog, we buy both affection and a new responsibility. Each has a bearing on the other, and under the heading of the latter may be grouped many factors—proper sleeping quarters, systematic exercise, regular grooming and the right, well-proportioned diet—which are required and absolutely necessary to make our dogs more companion­­able and healthy.

Of all the many indications of good physical make-up in our dogs—clear, bright eyes and an elasticity and springi­ness of gait—there is perhaps nothing that characterizes health and accentuates beauty as does the good coat. No matter what the breed, the coat is the barometer responsive to proper conditioning. And it must not be forgotten that good conditioning always involves the close observance of all the questions connected with the general care of the dog. The coat of a dog that is overfed, infested with worms, and not properly exercised will soon show the neglect and carelessness of its owner.

Many are of the opinion that as far as cleanliness is concerned, frequent washings are the "cure-alls" and short cuts of grooming. It is true that an occasional bath is necessary, but there is no reason for making them too frequent occurrences. In bathing, however, it is well to observe a few important principles. Never wash immediately after feeding—two hours, at least, should elapse. Very young puppies should not be bathed, and it is advisable that the dog be washed in a warm room free from drafts. Select a soap or a liquid shampoo that produces a lasting lather; is incap­
able of harming the hair and skin but powerful enough to absorb grease and remove dirt. It should have destructive properties for killing fleas, lice and their eggs. Wet hair should never be combed. You will find that a soft turkish towel is a far better dryer.

A thorough daily grooming with a stiff brush and in the case of the profusely-coated breeds—a suitable comb—is far more efficacious than too frequent washing. This will both cleanse the hair and skin and promote the all-round health of the coat. There are many varieties of combs and brushes, the selection of which is dependent on the length and texture of the coat.

Specifically, the comb aids in the removal of fleas and the separation of the hair strands, while the brush gives to the coat a live, glistening appearance. If used correctly, they not only promote the growth of hair but tend to make the dog happy and comfortable. A certain hour of the day should be set aside for grooming, and as is the case with bathing, it should not conflict with the feeding time. Nails should be clipped periodically whenever the occasion warrants. Another phase of dog conditioning, which has often been neglected, is the regular examination and cleansing of the ears and teeth.

The best insurance against fleas is the daily application of a flea powder to the dog's coat and scrupulous attention to his sleeping quarters. It will be found that cedar shavings and cedar bedding will do much to discourage fleas and other vermin.

As regards clipping, it is encouraging to note that this method of removing the dog's coat (Continued on page 8)
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TO SAFEGUARD HIS TEETH!

How your dog will love Red Heart Biscuits! Every package now contains Red Heart’s famous 3 flavors . . . beef, fish, and cheese. This scientific dry dog food is really 24 vital foods in one, and guards dog’s teeth three ways: hardens gums; removes tartar and provides nourishing exercises; supplies rich stores of sunshine vitamin D. Send for free booklet, “Dogs—Thier Care and Feeding.” Dept. HG-7, John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.

GLOVERS' FOR YOUR DOG

GLOVER'S DOUBLE ACTION FLEA POWDER positively kills fleas and lice—does not merely stun them. The most effective money can buy! Safe, sure, economical.

Reinforces GLOVER'S ROUND WORM CAPSULES and GLOVER’S VERNIFUGE (liquid) remove Round Worms (Ascarids) in Puppies and Dogs. GLOVER'S DOUBLE ACTION CAPSULES also removes Round Worms (Ascarids) as well as Hook Worms in Puppies and Dogs. For expelling Tape Worms, use GLOVER’S TAPE WORM CAPSULES. FREE! 25c-size dog book, complete with Strainer, Chock. Also five leaflet by Dr. Verth., M.D.—write GLOVER'S, 62 Flushing Ave., New York.

DURING THE WARM WEATHER

During the warm weather is a method not so prevalent as it has been in the past. Clipping instead of giving the dog ease increases his discomfort. For nature takes care of the removal of the undercoat but leaves enough hair for protection from gnats, flies and hot sun. Nature not only removes the coat (that should come out) at the proper time of the year but, assisted by careful grooming and good food, hastens the growth of the new coat, so that when climatic conditions require a heavier coat it will be there. If the coat is clipped close to the hide in the spring, the dog lacks proper covering at a time when it is needed most. Clipping also destroys the coat for a long time, whereas a coat that is plucked or stripped will grow and afford protection to the dog under all conditions.

There is, however, a vast difference between clipping and plucking, trimming and stripping as applied to the grooming of a dog’s coat. When the coat of a dog is plucked, stripped or trimmed, the coat is thinned out by the careful removal of all dead hair and sufficient coat is left on the body to protect it from the elements, giving the dog the appearance of having been well groomed. In the case of clipping, every particle of hair is removed from the body by means of a pair of hair clippers and the practice is to be condemned.

Pure drinking water should always be accessible to the dog. In the warm weather, it should be changed at least three times a day. Care should be taken to see to it that the dog does not gulp it after too violent exertion.

Because of his constitutional make-up the dog suffers from heat, and violent exercise especially in the middle of the day is to be discouraged during the summer months. By the same token, the dog should not be permitted to sleep or stay for too long a time in the sun during the particularly warm weather.

Dogs should not be permitted to roam or stray at will. Besides proving an annoyance to neighbors, there is nothing beneficial to you or your dog in this practice. As a matter of fact, it is decidedly detrimental for many obvious reasons. It is far better to see that the dog is provided with a large, well fenced run, in which he can exercise and which, at the same time, solves the problem of straying. You will know where he is, and that there is little danger of his becoming involved in fights with strange dogs.

Good health and conditioning, in the final analysis, are dependent on the day by day attention which owners give to the factors of feeding, care, exercising and grooming.
**WHY DOGS NEED YEAST**

When you mix the recommended amount of Fleischmann's Irradiated Dry Yeast for Dogs with your dog's meals, you ensure that he gets an abundant supply of:

**Vitamin B**
Essential to normal digestion and elimination. Valuable for general toning.

**Vitamin G**
Helps promote a beautiful thick, glossy coat and keeps the skin healthy.

**Vitamin D** (the "sunshine" vitamin)
 Necessary in preventing rickets in puppy dogs. Helps insure strong bones and sound teeth. Fleischmann's Irradiated Dry Yeast is ten times as rich in vitamin D as U.S.P. cod-liver oil ... the most economical way of giving this vitamin.

**Vitamin E**
Indispensable in preventing anemia.

**Main Sustenance**
Equal to the requirements of dogs of all ages and all sizes.

- Try 1 lb. 4-oz. can, $2.50; 8-oz. can, $1.50; 1-lb. can, $2.50; 5-lb. drum, $112. All prices are delivered. If your dog-supply dealer hasn't had it, have him order Standard Brands Inc., Dept. X, 295 Madison Avenue, New York.

**BUFFALO PORTABLE FENCING**

Fence your dog play yard or kennel yard, faity, quickly on soil and ground. For $71.25 a gate. Stoppers 7,0. B. Buffalo, N. Y. $10 for cargo of 12.30 feet. 5 to 7 foot. Send for booklet No. 2. Buffalo Wire Works Co., Inc., 27 N. 78 Text.

**A NEW DUPLEX DOG FILE**

THAT'S WHAT I CALL A FILE

So say folks who know dog accessories—who have had experience in the vital matter of caring for dogs either in kennels or at home. A file of proper weight neither too coarse nor too fine. It just takes hold; works smoothly and gently. After clipping use it to smooth off. Between clippings use it for thinning.

**PORTO PEN**

Extra-quiet pettable filthy pen for the smallest puppy and the large pet. Various sizes.

**PORTO PEN PRODUCTS CO.**

3551 West Sixty-Sixth Street, Chicago, Ill.

Dogs' eyes are a courageous, affectionate and friendly dog. Here is the all-white Crane's Shelia Willo from the kennels of Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Crane, Jr.

Always one of the perennial favorites with show-goers the country over the Scottish Terrier is a compact, well muscled and powerful little dog, that gives the impression of immense power in a small size. The recently imported Ch. Heather Benefactress owned by Mrs. John Winant recently imported Ch. Heather Benefactress owned by Mrs. John Winant. The Bullterrier has been taught and trained to be a courageous, affectionate and friendly dog. Here is the all-white "Cavalier." The Bullterrier has been taught and trained to be a courageous, affectionate and friendly dog. Here is the all-white "Dauntless, heller lhan anything else, describes the character of the "White Cavalier." The Bullterrier has been taught and trained to be a courageous, affectionate and friendly dog. Here is the all-white "White Cavalier." The Bullterrier has been taught and trained to be a courageous, affectionate and friendly dog. Here is the all-white "Dauntless, heller lhan anything else, describes the character of the ...
Where prevails a charm of atmosphere and social distinction, beyond the mere beauty of appointments and faultless service.

VERMONT—ESTATES—FARMS
Lake and Mountain Properties
Special booklet on request
WALBRIDGE REALTY COMPANY
RUTLAND, VERMONT

WESTCHESTER COUNTY (Cont'd)
Scarsdale
LOUIS O. MEYER, INC., 756 Halsted Rd., Tel. Scarsdale 4-3630. Houses and estates within Scarsdale limits for sale and rent.

NASH and ROGART, 35 S. Putnam Ave., Westport, Tel. Westport 2-3629.

Westport
W. F. OSBORN, 116, Tel. Why not on our
and 4-8080. A choice of farms, country homes

New Canaan
JONH BROTHERHOOD & CO., Tel. 1289. Country homes, small and large. Country estates.

Fairfield
AMOS W. FLEMINGS, Tel. 2216. Estate and rental. From the smallest to the Berkshires. 1800 ACRE OLD FARMS. A variety of rentals.

Westchester County
Poundridge
1921 ACRE OLD FARMS. Rollins Country and Game Sanctuary. 5 acres minimum. In private setting. Donald Carr, Agent, Tel. P. Bldg. 357, Sales, Rentals.

VERMONT—ESTATES—FARMS
Lake and Mountain Properties
Special booklet on request
WALBRIDGE REALTY COMPANY
RUTLAND, VERMONT

FAIRMOUTH—CAPE COD
WITH OCEAN VIEW
For Sale—Beautiful characteristic Cape Cod home; 4 bedrooms, including master, bathroom, 3 fireplaces, 2 car garage, etc., on beautifully landscaped lot; choice location and in a restricted setting; close to fine beaches; excellent architecture.
KATHRYN SWIFT GRINNELL, BROKER 15 Main St. (Tel. 1-7), Fairmount, Mass.

Individual
AIR-CONDITIONING AND HUMIDITY CONTROL
25 East 83rd Street
REVOLUTIONARY in construction ... As new as tomorrow ... 25 East 83rd Street offers a plane of residential living heretofore unrealized!

- INDIVIDUAL temperature and humidity control
- INSULATED against noise and dirt
- GLASS BLOCKS afford unusual light
- NO DRAFT control
- TELEVISION OUTLETS
- ROOF SOLARIUM
- GAME ROOM
- HEATED PLAY-ROOM for children

2 to 4 Rooms
Representative on premises. Plan booklet on request
Douglas L. Eilliman & Co.
15 East 49th Street
MANAGEMENT Plaza 3-9200

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Virginia and Maryland
FRANCES POWELL, 518-14 Connecticut Ave., Specialist in country homes. View prospective values through one broker with a wide range of listings.

ChILMARM FARM
Will Sell One or More Acres with All Improvements
44 Minutes from Grand Central Station
CHILMARM REALTY CORP.
Valerie E. Bux, Jr., President
Brincliffe, N. Y.
Tel. 2036

Short Hills, N.J.
Protected residential plots in rolling wooded land, divided to suit the needs of acceptable people.

STEWART HARTSHORN
Founder
HARTSHORN ESTATE
Telephone 7-0125
August's bill of fare includes, among other editorial delicacies, 30 Low-cost Houses and Plans

This will be the fifth Portfolio of Houses and Plans which we have presented to our expectant public; and, judging from the success of the others (every one's been a sell-out), we're on the verge of doubling the print order. Every time the announcement goes out that HOUSE & GARDEN's planning another one, the architectural staff dons raincoats and hip boots to dodge the deluge of architectural effort which immediately descends. Now that the storm has subsided, we're putting into final order the collection caviar which made the grade. And caviar it is, with no exaggeration—so reserve your copy and count the days, because we're confident that it's the best Portfolio yet presented! All the houses cost less than $10,000!

Lilliputian Department

We're not making any rash statements about the country's being in its second childhood, but at any rate it's daffy over doll-houses again! Miniatures, they're now called, and there are three pages in August on the art of making them. Included are a group of complete model rooms, arranged with tiny replicas of a well-known line of fine mahogany furniture.

We find that trompe l'oeil tricks are decoration's newest light; we show them in two pages of news in decoration, along with various other decorative ditties from Ruby Ross Wood's recent New York show.

And getting down to brass tacks, there are five very practical and informative pages on wall treatments—when and how to use those large-figured and architectural wall papers, the whys and wherefores of structural glass, and a digest of all the newest wall materials.

Gardening and Travel

Gardening fare includes two pages in color on French gardens. You'll be interested to see here not only the formal types for which the French are noted, but informal plantings at which, apparently, they are fully as successful.

To round out the book, the story on Fall cruises, by Col. and Mrs. Roosevelt, is HOUSE & GARDEN's treat to all you who have saved up your vacations till September and October. Bon voyage, and don't forget to send postcards!
How much will your Building Dollar buy?

You'll find 30 Answers in

AUGUST HOUSE & GARDEN

with its

SPECIAL PORTFOLIO

of

30 Low-Cost Homes

all under $10,000

Do you want to build a distinguished home—one that is well designed and soundly constructed—and yet keep within a definite budget?

Then, don't fail to get a copy of House & Garden's August number featuring "Low-Cost Homes." This issue contains a Portfolio of 30 recently-built houses which measure up to House & Garden standards in every respect. Yet not one of them costs more than $10,000 to build.

No matter whether you expect to spend $5,000 or $50,000, this collection of houses will be invaluable as a measure of what your building dollar can buy and as a helpful source of ideas. For each of these houses has character and distinction. Each has been carefully planned and honestly built to meet every requirement of gracious, modern living.

We've included a photograph of each house, as well as an exact reproduction of the architect's plans. You'll also have verified information as to construction methods and materials, equipment and costs.

Staff representatives of House & Garden traveled from one end of the country to the other to find these houses. They have inspected each one—talked with the architects and owners—satisfied themselves that each house is an outstanding achievement in beauty, convenience, and good construction at low cost.

Inexpensive houses are not difficult to find. But inexpensive houses of the type shown here are rare! So give your newsdealer your order now for the August issue of House & Garden—the "Low-Cost Homes" Number. It's too important to miss!
A repository of diverse designs, domestic and commercial, evolved by the various peoples who comprise the Americans, and adapted to the usages and needs of daily life from the beginning of the country up to the threshold of our own times. The whole making a panorama of the expressions of beauty by many racial types, now living under one flag. Together with examples of contemporary revivals of these ancient patterns as now offered to people of good taste and available to all (who appreciate beautiful possessions) throughout this broad land.

Historic examples from Index of American Design

WPA Federal Art Project

Handicraft of a hundred years ago
AMERICAN DESIGN

From the heritage of our styles designers are drawing inspiration to mould national taste

ANTQUARIANISM would have us set back the clocks, get rid of our machines and gadgets, and build a Chinese Wall against the present. The modern industrial designer and craftsman, and all those who believe in the creative spirit of American decorative art, hold that the past should not mean an atmosphere of quaintness and nostalgia, but a source of vitality and renewal for our own day. Every distinguished decorative style has been a true reflection of the needs and psychology of the era which it served, and an interpretation of the past in terms of contemporary interest and demand. The brilliant cabinet-makers of Louis XV and Louis XVI, and the master craftsmen of William and Mary, Queen Anne, and the Georges in England, made good use of the design heritage that had accumulated through the centuries but were no less a part of their own time.

Our early American craftsmen had no royalty, no firmly established aristocracy with a tradition of art patronage to inspire them in the creation of master works which might become the forerunners of a style. In seeking to supply the needs of the new world they came under the influence of two forces: the overwhelming splendor of European tradition which tempted all but the most talented to imitation and the impact of the dynamic new country which stimulated them to original endeavor. American design, from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century, reveals that the American craftsman responded creatively to these forces.

The oldest furniture type, the coffer or low chest, as well as the court cupboard and other Jacobean forms, were made in the time-honored way by our craftsmen; but they also managed to fashion them to the needs of the new land. The Dutch kas was likewise given a freer treatment, while the English Windsor chair was appropriated so whole-heartedly that it was hard for many to believe that the Windsors produced in this country were not of purely American lineage.

In the South, where plantation owners lived according to the fashionable pattern followed in England or in France, types almost identical to the contemporary foreign work of the highest quality were to be expected. Variations were produced in indigenous materials which, although lacking in the richness of carving of a Chippendale, or the elaborate inlays and marquetries of the royal workshops in France, have a justness of proportion, a fitness for purpose and a sturdy integrity we are happy to claim as our very own.

A large part of the early ceramics, metalwork, glass, wallpaper, as well as furniture made along the Atlantic seaboard, and later throughout the States, possesses the forthright quality and homely beauty which characterize "country" work in all lands, as distinguished from the more refined but less imaginative arts and crafts produced in important centers for the richest market. This quality is simply the genuine voice of the people—those, that is, who are neither too well nor too badly off to be fairly independent in matters of taste. The many objects reproduced on these pages from water color drawings by artists of the Index of American Design reveal a distinctive American character. They have a special flavor like Maine apples, Vermont maple sugar, and Golden Bantam corn.

Mrs. Caswell, who completed the eighteen squares of the carpet on the opposite page at Castleton, Vt., in 1835, used a tambour frame, Double Kensington stitch and a wooden needle. She dyed all her materials at home
Nowhere was the American craftsman’s spirit of boldness and originality more apparent than in the American clipper ships, one of our proudest achievements in design. The ship-building industry bred a whole race of men who were not self-conscious enough to call themselves artists but who, nevertheless, practiced art as a part of their trade as makers of ships. From these we have, besides the ghosts of great ships with their wealth of carving and painting, the gilded and polychromed figureheads and other carvings that although they are sometimes the antiquarian’s dream of the crude and quaint are often remarkable sculpture.

From these same workmen—they seldom bothered to leave their names behind them—we have the beautifully-carved woodwork of houses along the Atlantic coast, many of the robustly-fashioned cigar store Indians, and other wooden figures and decorations. We have weathervanes of sheet iron, brass and sometimes of wood, all of them showing that vigorous design that welds material and purpose.

Not the least important contribution to American decorative arts are the textiles made by women in, what is ironically called, their leisure time. These were among the first hand-crafts to be made in this country, and the last to give way before the surge of industrialism. In some ways they are the most original. The modern designer could find probably in a single appliqué quilt enough suggestive motifs to keep him in ideas for a year.

Recent research into the work produced by Shakers in America has brought the modern designer admirable old forms which have a fresh message for today. Some of the research carried on by the Index of American Design into Shaker work is illustrated in this issue of House & Garden. This work is a distinctly American off-shoot of the same pure source that produced some of the finest “plain” work in eighteenth-century England. Shaker meeting houses, community houses, workshops and round barns express the Shaker ideal of austerity and simplicity. Shaker crafts are in unity with their architecture. Built-in cabinets, ironwork down to the last wooden peg and iron latch are all part of a whole, designed for service and suitability. Shakers did not preach and write about functionalism—they practiced it.

The folk art that flourished in the Rio Grande and Taos valleys, produced by Colonials and Indians under Spanish inspiration, included votive paintings and carvings, painted chests as well as other furniture, straw inlay-work and tinware. In the missions of southern California extraordinary work was done by native designers. Their textiles show a love of startling color contrasts, an arbitrary association of objects, that endear them to the surrealists. Pennsylvania “Dutch” crafts are perhaps the best known of all folk crafts today. They were produced by early settlers who, while retaining a great deal of their own peasant art traditions, assimilated American ways, and in turn enriched the design heritage of the adopted country.

The modern American designer has few of the handicaps of the early craftsman. He has the machine to do the hard labor for him, and he can call upon materials from all over the world. He has the disadvantage of his opportunities. Volume production demands his work in ever-increasing quantities; but it has in most instances taken from him the right to design for a particular place, and the right to see his work through from start to finish. Much of the artistic horror of the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth was due to the struggle of machine versus designer. The designer of the Seventies and the Eighties took a way out by turning to a style of anemic medievalism. The contemporary designer will not make this mistake. He has no choice but to work for today, not against but with the machine. If he turns now and then to the past, it will be to refresh himself in the vital rhythms and sound workmanlike spirit of the craftsmen who came before him.

RITA WELLMAN
Holger Cahill, National Director,
Federal Art Project
**Shakers.** The colony of the “True Believers in Christ's Second Appearing” was founded in 1747 in England and extended to America. Some Shaker communities are still in existence here. They practice celibacy, oral confession and community of goods. They hold doctrines of non-resistance and non-participation in worldly government.

Today the Shakers live a simple communal life divided into families, which are ruled by elders and eldresses. Their attention is given to simple healthful living which is regarded as a religious duty and probably accounts for the notable number of centenarians in their communities. Since they do not believe in marriage, they have been constrained to replenish their ranks by converts and by adopting children whom they educate in farming, weaving and the other simple crafts of their communities.

The Shaker Arts, including the design and manufacture of unornamented furniture, reflect their austere faith in absolute simplicity. Only rarely is a bit of chaste ornament added to their unaffected art.

**Zoarites.** Called “Society of the Separatists” and founded in 1819, the Zoarite Colony was a remarkably successful example of communal living. Joseph Bimeler left Germany when religious controversies there became bitter and with about 300 kindred spirits established a town in Ohio. He named the town Zoar, after a Biblical city mentioned in the Old Testament.

After two years of constant hardship, the colony elected trustees to form a communal society, each man bargaining separately to exchange his labor for goods and maintenance. So successful were they that numerous applications to join their community were received, but only those whose craft was needed and whose religious character was steadfast were admitted. Even members’ children had to apply for admittance.

The colony, then composed of millwrights, carpenters, dyers, stonecutters and masons, lasted some time after Joseph Bimeler’s death in 1853 and gradually disintegrated. Examples of their furniture still exist in solid, simple and craftsmanlike pieces.

**Jansonists.** Better known as the “Bishop Hill Colony” this group of Swedish refugees settled in Illinois in 1864. Their leader, Eric Janson, was a peasant who ruled the simple followers of his faith with an iron hand. Until 1862 the original colonists were housed in log huts and dugouts and cholera took a dreadful toll. Later they learned to make kiln-baked bricks and built large communal halls.

Shortly after Eric Janson was assassinated in a family quarrel, Jonas Olson came from California to take charge. He sowed discontent and speculated with the colonists’ funds. The breaking up of the colony was as much due to his autocratic rule as to the loss of money.

Bishop Hill craftsmen followed, for the most part, native patterns in their furniture, using solid wood and heavy designs.
Here we begin the presentation of 177 historic examples of American craftsmanship from the Index of American Design.

1. Sofa from Duncan Phyfe's shop, 1800-1810. Mahogany frame, carved and reeded. It is upholstered in damask, Empire medallion pattern.

2. Low drop-leaf table in natural pine, revealing the austere simplicity typical of Shaker work. Lebanon School, New Lebanon, N. Y.

3. Walnut desk made by the Bishop Hill Colony in Illinois between 1846-60. Ample drawer and writing space; natural finish, waxed.

4. Shaker drop front secretary in white pine. Note cornices which are not usually found in Shaker style. Shaker Colony, Shirley, Mass.

5. Table of unpainted pine, 1814. Owned by the Santa Ines Mission in California. Originally made at the mission by Indian craftsmen.


7. A desk of cherry with curly maple and mahogany veneer, 1800. Made in Michigan, where remoteness from the East simplified design.

8. Mahogany Box Desk with reeded legs of Sheraton type, about 1800. The top lifts forward revealing compartments beneath. Simple hardware.

9. Late 18th century card or console table. Of mahogany veneer, and inlaid with satinwood, sycamore, and holly. In Metropolitan Museum.

10. American Empire bed, about 1800. Unusual Middle West design in mahogany. A provincial interpretation of an Empire design.
11. An occasional table made by Rhode Island craftsmen about 1800. Cherrywood with high gloss finish. Good solid design; heavy pedestal.

12. Old grain chest of pine or cottonwood designed by a native in New Mexico. Uneven throughout, it once had leather hinges at back.


15. Mahogany Sheraton-type chair, made in New York City about 1820. It has acanthus leaf carving on legs which terminate in dog feet.


17. An Empire mirror found in Branford and probably made in Connecticut about 1820. Yellow mahogany carved posts and brass trim.

18. Shaker stool with foot rests on both sides and legs set in the top. Now in the office of the Lebanon School, New Lebanon, N.Y.

19. Portable secretary probably made in Philadelphia between 1770 and 1780. Of mahogany with inlay decorations; dropped hinged front.


21. Walnut four-post bed, 1846-60. Designed and built by Bishop Hill craftsmen in Bishop Hill, Illinois. It has a waxed, natural finish.
22 Mission bench, 1829. Constructed of native pine in natural finish by Indian neophytes. Owned by the Santa Barbara Mission, Cal.

23 Windsor chair with back of oak, seat of pine, and legs of cherry dating about 1800. All wood has been left in its natural coloring.

24 Sofa in Duncan Phyfe style by unknown maker. About 1810. Mahogany upholstered in black mohair with brass tacks around edges.


26 Combination desk and bookcase made by slaves on Mr. Aime's sugar plantation in Louisiana about 1850. Mahogany. Louisiana Museum.


28 Clock made by Nathaniel Hawxhurst about 1818. Mahogany with satinwood inlay. Painted flower decoration on the hood and the dial.

29 Rare secretary from New Hampshire and dating from the first half of the 19th century. Made of butternut by Shaker craftsmen.

30 Late 18th century four-post bed in colonial style from Concord, Massachusetts. In cherrywood which is now a rich, dark brown in color.

31 Pine table stained walnut, about 1725. The three simply turned legs are connected by stretchers. Now owned by Brooklyn Museum.
32. Mirror with hand-turned gilt frame. Put together with wooden pegs about 1840. Picture on glass painted in rose, yellow and gray.


34. Bed built by Zoarites probably about 1830. Showing restrained Directoire influence. It is made of cherry with broad panels of pine wood.

35. Whittled wood frame originally made to hold baptismal certificate. Carved by Zoarites, 1817-37. Shows peasant German influence.


37. Carved gilt mirror frame showing Hepplewhite influence. Rope bowknot decoration at the top. Made at Newport, R. I., 1785-90.

38. Sewing cabinet made in 1830 at Shaker Colony, Hancock, Massachusetts. Of maple with thin varnish. Drop leaf section in back.


40. Painted chest, 1700-87, typical of the "Guilford Chests" from Guilford, Conn. Of oak, painted maroon. Note unusual white design.

41. Shaker dining table from the Lebanon Colony, New York. The top is made of a single slab of white marble 8 feet long, 3 feet wide.

42. Chair, about 1800, showing Chippendale influence. Plain walnut finish. It is upholstered in patterns of yellow, brown, grayish white.
Herman Miller's adaptation of a Shaker wall cupboard from down New England way. Solid maple in a rubbed natural finish.

Twin tester beds, copied from a full-sized 18th century design, about 1740. Highboy after one in the Walker collection. Kindel.

A chest typical of John Goddard's simpler work. In a warm, rubbed maple marked by fine lines and proportion. Whitney.

Tip-top table from Imperial's Jefferson group in Shadwell finish—a mellow mahogany particularly developed for the line.

Block-front mahogany secretary of American Chippendale design. Delicate pediments, claw feet. Period about 1770. From Charak.

Great-arm Windsor, after an original in the John Whipple House, Ipswich. In an aged maple finish. By Heywood-Wakefield.

A sturdy little Hitchcock chair of painted rosewood with golden apple stencil. Rush bottom seat. It's from Heywood-Wakefield Co.

Early States mirror, about 1790. Frame is ornamented with gold leaf. Mount Vernon in glass on top panel. Biggs, Richmond.

Low four-poster bed, well scaled and sturdy. Matching night tables. In a light maple finish, old as the hills. It's from Statton.

Drop-leaf maple table with as many uses today as in the days of the original after which it was copied. From Robert W. Irwin.

22
INSPIRATION

Contemporary furniture designs inspired by the fine traditions and craftsmanship of the past with the comforts and conveniences that are a part of Twentieth Century America today.

Dressing table after one in the Raleigh Tavern, Williamsburg, Va. One of the pieces from Kittinger's recent bedroom group.

Boston rocker, short of leg and high of back with painted fruit design. One of the earliest American chair types, Nichols & Stone.

Fine old mahogany chest from Drexel's interchangeable Federal group. This one takes its design inspiration from the old South.

Boston Tea Party panels in color. Self-starting, synchronous and electric.

Federal even to its upholstery and probably far more comfortable than the original from which it was taken. Tomlinson.

Dainty "Glencoe" dressing table carrying on the spirit of old Boston. Shield-shaped mirror. From Kaplan's Beacon Hill group.

Early American Spinet Grand by Mathushek with simple, graceful lines. Brown or red mahogany, maple, walnut, ebony finish.

Grandfather clock showing Goddard's influence in its block-front base, door with shell carving. Period 1760. From Colonial.

Seth Thomas's "Duffield" banjo clock in mahogany with Boston Tea Party panels in color. Self-starting, synchronous and electric.

Especially designed for Macy's "Guilford House", Dundee cabinet in rich maple, copied from a fine original. Conant Ball.
1. Mat embroidered in homespun wools. Made in Pennsylvania in the 18th century. Design in rust, purple, blue, pink, on a gray background.

2. Mantelpiece group in Mid-Victorian style, 1856-60. Mantel of fine Carrara marble with medallion carving after Lawrence's painting, "Calmady Children," in the Metropolitan Museum. The wallpaper, a medallion and floral design in bluish mauve, white and deep green, comes from a house at Thomasville, Ga., of the same period. The ornaments are in gold and silver, with wax flowers under glass at each end of the mantel. The mirror, framed in gold and black, reflects a cast bronze chandelier. Original owners were the Roeblings, Brooklyn Bridge builders. Present owner, Lloyd L. Rollins.


6 Bandbox paper of the early 19th century. Leaves and flowers in pink and brown on a yellow background. The Brooklyn Museum

7 Painted panel from main reredos, Church of Sanctuario, at Chimayo, N. M. In deep pinkish-reds, brown, greens and yellows

8 Section of a coverlet, 1787. Made of wool and cotton by Hannah Aldredge near Mt. Vernon, Ind. Soft brick-red and cerulean blue

9 Bandbox, 1855. Covered with all-over floral, stripe and scroll design wallpaper. Present owner, Museum of the City of New York

10 Handwoven coverlet, 1837, of homespun wool in blue and white. Insert shows repeat of design and border shown in large picture

11 Wall with stencil designs in several shades of green paint on white plaster, 1820-40. Found in an old Griswold, Connecticut house
12 "Barb" (muffler) 1865-70, of black lace. Probably thread lace. Floral design is typical of patterns in printed fabrics of this period.


14 Brussels carpet, about 1850, found on opposite side of carpet bag described above. Medallion design: reds and greens on tan ground.

15 Shaker ironing board cover, early 19th century. Double weave with invisible warp, in brown, orange and olive; wool and cotton.

16 Quilt, 1800. Squares of homespun and glazed chintz. Left: white ground with red and yellow. Right: white with black, yellow, green.


18 Mormon colony homespun dress fabric, Utah, 1864. Red stripes bordered with brown; grayish blue stripe with brown. Univ. of Utah.

19 Shoulder cape, 1835-60. Work of negro slaves in Louisiana. Fine patterned ribbed silk, trimmed with hand-made narrow black silk braid.

20 Fragment of Shaker shagging; cerise interwoven with brown. Used for tablemats, antimacassars. Fine craft developed by Shakers.

21 Pre-Civil War chintz, dark red with scroll medallions containing red and green bouquets on buff background. Owner, Aline Bernstein.
22 A patchwork quilt square, 1835-50. Brown and white predominate on geometrical patterns of brown and red caster egg dots.

23 Square from the same patchwork quilt described above. Has a chocolate brown background with floral patterns in blues and greens.

24 Dress goods, 1871-72. Characteristic patterns in brown and black on white by the Clyde Print Works. Modern feeling in designs.

25 Patriotic chintz with American eagle and star designs made about 1820. Later used for appliqué quilt, made at Bound Brook, N. J.

26 Printed cottons, 1820-50. Black printed on biscuit-colored background. Type of fabric used in slaves' costumes and head dresses.


28 White House bedcover, 1842. Homespun design based on wild life: deer, wild turkey, oak leaves. Aquamarine, mustard, rose stripes.
Scroll and floral motif, popular in the past (used on the bandbox on page 25), turns up in myriad form today, as on this Sanvale mohair (below). L. C. Chase. Multi-colored floral vines between stripes on a mulberry ground give a quaint old-fashioned flavor to this new sunfast and washable cotton fabric from Desley. 

This pattern, known as the "Pilgrim", is a machine-woven reproduction of a delightful old heirloom quilt which has been for many years in the family of Mr. Frank Crowninshield. Bates Fabrics have made it in deep tones of blue, rose, gold, green, brown or red against a bleached white ground, fast to light and washing.

FOR MODERN HOMES

A selection of rugs, wallpapers, and fabrics reflecting the designs of the past and wholly adaptable to modern surroundings

Blue and gold silk in Federal motif brocatelle made especially for the Blue Room of the White House by F. Schumacher

An old-fashioned calico pattern, of a tiny all-over leaf design, is here reproduced on glazed chintz by Charles Bloom

Currier and Ives prints and scenes provide the theme for this washable Duray wall covering made by the Clopay Co.

Hobe Erwin took the pattern of this wallpaper from the paper covering of a hat-box of about 1790. Jones & Erwin

"Franklin", used in the pantry of Gov. Lathrop's house in Connecticut about 1800, reproduced by Nancy McClelland.

This was in Washington's bedroom at Mt. Vernon, discovered under many subsequent layers of papers. Made today by Birge

Imperial takes the composite of all the village streets of our Federal Period as inspiration for a washable wallpaper.
Three fabrics inspired by crafts of the past (top to bottom):
one of those small all-over tapestry patterns done in
cotton; an old-fashioned cotton plaid in black, red and
green; and the familiar floral urn on chintz. Schumacher

Fringes and braids have ancient lineage, and the proto-
types of those above may be found on old canopies, chairs,
and draperies. The two top trimmings are from Consoli-
dated, and the two lower trimmings are from Mansure

Small all-over vine pattern of bright flowers
and leaves, used in old wallpaper and chintz
designs, appears in our up-to-the-minute
slipcover and drapery cottons. Desley Fabrics

The single leaf, a favorite theme, crops up on
this modern mohair fabric embroidered in
wool from L. C. Chase, as it used to in earlier
days, on the vest on page 35, for instance

This fabric gets its name and theme from the
spirit of old Nantucket, with its fisher cottages.
The design is done in monotone on a natural
mohair background. It is from L. C. Chase

An old hooked rug furnished the pattern for
this carpet design known as “The Cottage”. It
is worked out in broadloom for use in our
modern rooms, by the Firth Carpet Company

The famous clipper ships were
a favorite theme of decoration
in the old days and still are,
judging from this York paper

Cherry-red silhouettes of Wash-
ington, eagles, flags—typical
American symbols—form this
paper. D. Lorraine Yerkes

The original of this paper, now
made by Strahan, is in the fa-
mous Lee Mansion in Marble-
head, Mass. Note crewel motif

Nautical figures, quaintly ren-
dered in a new process resem-
bling old lithographs, com-
prise this wallpaper by Thibaut

Trophy panels of the typical
devices of Federal times—the
fife, drum, bugle—make the
design of this paper by Asam
Multi-colored reflections from America’s past mirrored in a 6-page portfolio to furnish inspiration for American homes of to-day

Ranging over a continent from New Mexico to Pennsylvania, and from California to Vermont; coursing through the history of that continent from the Spanish conquistadores to the sinking of the Maine; slicing apart the jumbled history of a nation in the making, we lay before you pictures, not of great men and heroic deeds, but pictures of beds and coffee pots, of handboxes and ships’ billet heads. We show you not General Robert E. Lee, but his wife’s taffeta dress (55), not Brigham Young, but his brass bootjack (9). (Numbers refer to illustrations in the next six pages.) Here is a cross-section of those everyday things which, then as now, signify the charm of home.

Reflecting the various tastes of the men and women who brought them into life, these objects include both the vivid peasant gewgaw and the sophisticated refinement of English 18th Century furniture. With only two exceptions, a cigar store Indian (19), and the retablo from New Mexico (42), they were all designed—even the ship’s billet head (45)—to create for their owners that certain individuality of background which still constitutes one of the most tenable definitions of home. These pieces objectify American history in its most persistent tradition.

It remained, however, for the WPA Federal Art Project’s Index of American Design to discern that tradition and save its body from a pauper’s grave. In all sections of the country these artists are at work on pains-taking colored reproductions which rightly have accuracy as their highest aim. From this varied mass, we chose for reproduction in the following six pages those objects which depend most fully upon color for their quality and pattern.

But thanks to this full-color reproduction, we find ourselves with something more than a record of the past. We have, indeed, an inspiration for color schemes for the American home of to-day. For a room with pale gray walls and dark upholstery, for instance, a rug from New Mexico (10), strangely modern in appearance even though it was made long ago, suggests magenta for draperies and slipcover pipings. For a bedroom or a very feminine living room, a wallpaper (23) after the Hudson River School provides an enchanting color scheme of dusty pink walls, white furniture, and a rug of hunter’s green. And for a charming little boudoir adjoining this bedroom a crewel embroidery (27) suggests curtains of glazed chintz with a floral motif in tones of pink, green and yellow on a parchment color background.

For a very gayly-colored setting you might turn to the Spanish-American tradition exemplified in a painted chest (35) from Taos. The bright azalea pinks, yellows and blacks could be used with oyster white walls and natural wood furniture. And just to prove to you that good ideas lurk in what may appear to be the most unlikely places, consider the two handboxes (31) and (33). The salty tang of the latter gives you slate blue walls, and earthy brown tones for the furniture and draperies. The brimming cornucopia of (31) suggests a bold yellow paper with accents of brick brown against which you would set honey-colored furniture.

From the polychrome quilt (20), put together under the bright skies of California more than a century ago, it is but a short step to a color scheme for the modern dining room, using neutral fabrics to set off the richly-colored pottery made in California to-day. The piano (2), made by the New York firm of Gibson & Davis more than a hundred years ago, might set the pitch for a modern room with walls painted that queer off-yellow color seen above the keyboard. The painted scallop motif would look well applied to a cornice, and the whole scheme could be tied together by tones of brown and green in the upholstery and curtains.

And so on, and so on. . . . You will doubtless select your own model, mixing your ideas to taste. This is the living value of our past, that it provides an inspiration for using the materials of to-day. It was in just such a spirit as this that designers and craftsmen in earlier years created the beauty which is pictured here. And it was these designs which served to develop that tradition of which we, as Americans, may well be proud. But let’s not be over reverent: that way lies stagnation. Let us use this tradition of ours. But let us use it for inspiration, not for imitation.
1. Lead glaze pottery pie-plate made about 1810 in Bucks County, Pa., and now in the Pennsylvania Museum of Art.

2. Pianoforte in Federal style designed and made by Gibson & Davis (N.Y.) about 1800 of mahogany and satinwood.

3. Brown glass pitcher, 1820-30, Zanesville, Ohio in 24 spiral rib design. It is now in the Detroit Institute of Arts.

4. Salt cellar of amethyst flint glass, blown in full size three-section mould, from 2nd quarter of the 19th century.


7. Hand-woven coverlet made in 1846. The more-than-usually elaborate sunflower design is woven in very fine spun wool.


9. Brigham Young's brass boccejack of first copper mined in Utah about 1870. All-seeing eye, acorn and bee hive design.

10. "Flight into Egypt" hooked rug made about 1880 in Cordova, New Mexico. Unique design for that region.
11 A Colecha homespun bedspread designed by New Mexican woman about 1850 illustrating a flagellation ritual

12 White unglazed porcelain vase, about 1850, blending classic and Victorian designs. Made by Fenton Potters

13 Finger Bowl about 1840, in "loop" design of heavy pressed glass. Exquisite example of deep amethyst coloring

14 Punch Bowl, 1843-51 with overglaze decoration depicting Lafayette landing at Castle Garden, Aug. 26, 1824

15 Pennsylvania-German tin coffee pot, 1850, Japaned black, simple apple and leaf decorations in bright colors

16 Wardroom Lamp from U.S.S. "Constitution" about 1834. Simple craftsman design of brass with copper reflector

17 Cotton print, 1853, made by Manchester Print Works, taken from original sample at Manchester, N.H. Historic Assn.

18 Boston Rocker, 1832-40, designed by Lambert Hitchcock. Made at Riverton, Conn. Typical stencilled decoration

19 Wooden cigar store figure of female Indian on pedestal. Late 19th century. This is characteristic simple carving

21. Four-post bed, 1830-50, of solid cherry which looks like walnut. Empire influence, probably by Zarah Cabinet Shop

22. Sugar Bowl of clear flint glass, 2nd quarter of 19th century. Possibly made by the New England Glass Company

23. Wallpaper, 1812-18, a native version of classic design, by an American artist, following the Hudson River School

24. Grandfather Clock designed and made by George Hoff in Lancaster, Pennsylvania about 1775. Painted face


26. Three-door cupboard in two parts, 1820-30. It was made of solid cherry wood by Shakers in Pleasant Hill, Ky.

27. Crewel-work bedhanging worked by Lydia Potter of Carlisle, Mass. Note the date, 1764. A good typical pattern
28 Chest of drawers, Sheraton, about 1800. Hardware of stamped brass. Note the graceful proportions, unusual legs
29 A Samuel Chase chair, 1800. Presumably made at Annapolis, Maryland. Light green stain on natural walnut
30 Cotton appliquéd quilt made by Mrs. Elizabeth Smith in 1852, at Hagerstown, Md. Border typical of later designs
31 Bandbox, early 19th century. Cover design, cornucopias, basket, swans, and flowers. At the Brooklyn Museum
32 Wine cooler of 1810. Interesting application of pedestal table design to new use. Made in Wilmington, Delaware
33 Bandbox, 1825-30, marked "Sandys Hook". American scenes of ships or railways were popular bandbox subjects
34 Bride’s box of 19th century showing a characteristic Danish inscription. Top and two sides shown, Penna. Museum
35 Spanish-American painted chest, 1810-20 made in Rio Grande Valley near Taos. Now in a private collection
36 Coverlet of wool and cotton made in 1846 by David Stauch near Mechanicsburg, Pa. Names and date in corner
Bandbox design in the late Colonial style, made by a Vermont woman about 1836. New Haven Colony Hist. Soc.

Painted wooden horse weather vane of about 1865. The unstudied simplicity of carving gives a modern look.

Hand-embroidered velvet vest worked prior to 1865 and once owned by José Salino Espinosa of Taos, N. M.

Tea Caddy of lacquered tin, early 19th century. Once in the Moses family, now in Milwaukee Public Museum.


Tablao of the Holy Ghost made of pine covered with gesso, painted in tempera. New Mexico, date unknown.

Figure-head from the "Sally", carved in the 19th century. Amusing interpretation of headdress and costume.

Saddle made of Spanish leatherwork by H. Lessing in Oakland, California about 1877. Oakland Public Museum.

Ship's billet head made of old pine, carved and painted. Date unknown. At present owned by Booth Tarkington.

Wallpaper, 18th century, block printed with patriotic motifs in trophy arrangement. Metropolitan Museum.

Mantellata, head covering of beads and drawn work by Señora Ramos, New Mexico, 1717. Los Angeles Museum.
48 Shelf Clock, 1871, by Elias Ingraham, Bristol, Conn. So-called "Grecian" style; a good design in a bad period.

49 Pennsylvania Dutch drawing of about 1782. Typical of designs on chests, pottery. Pennsylvania Museum

50 Card Table of mahogany in Duncan Phyfe style with leaf carving and four center posts. In Brooklyn Museum

51 Cypress hen and rooster carved by a slave, Jean Lafitte, for "Absinthe House", New Orleans. Modern in feeling

52 Late 18th century wooden box with painted design typical of Pennsylvania Dutch. Pennsylvania Museum of Art

53 Cotton textile print made in 1853 by Manchester Print Works, New Hampshire. In unusual overlaid stripes

54 Velvet Painting from the middle of 19th century. Exceptionally good example of popular craft of the period

55 Mrs. Robert E. Lee's taffeta dress, 1858. Inspiration for plaid drapery. Valentine Museum, Richmond, Virginia

56 Rug bindings from the first half of 19th century. Made of wool by the New Lebanon and Hancock Shaker colonies
How the Index of American Design is making a painstaking pictorial survey of the American decorative arts

In twenty-eight states trained artists, directed by supervisors and assisted by research workers, have produced more than seven thousand drawings, a selection of which you see reproduced in the preceding and following pages of this issue. These are the artists of the Index of American Design, a part of the Federal Art Project, under the Works Progress Administration.

The purpose of the Index is threefold: to record American objects in the decorative and useful arts which heretofore have not been studied or which, for one reason or another, are in danger of being lost; to gather together a body of traditional material which may form the basis for an organic development of American design; and to make usable source-records of this material for the benefit of artists, designers, manufacturers, museums, libraries and art schools. To this end there will be a publication in portfolio form of selected drawings. In the meantime the Index material is made accessible to the public in exhibitions.

The task of recording pictorially the Arts of America's past from 1620 to about 1880 led the Index artists to search museums, historical societies, private collections, attics, warehouses and even abandoned buildings. And although many articles recorded in old documents had completely vanished, numerous objects were found before they had been effaced by time. They have been drawn in color and in black and white.

Then came the challenge of reproducing, accurately and painstakingly, such things as chairs and dishes, costumes and quilts which play an important part in the telling of a nation's history. In some cases where certain effects of textures are involved, a special technique was adopted, using scratch board, a prepared chalk drawing board with a wax surface.

In this scratch board technique, developed by the Index of American Design, the glossy surface is removed with talcum powder and the pencilled drawing of the object transferred to the chalk board. A water color tone is then painted over it and scratched off to give the desired tone. This method eliminates the necessity of using white paint for highlights on brass, silver and even on glass.

At the same time a vast amount of research work to supplement each drawing with period, style, maker, material, and other data, serves as a framework for the record of American Design. With such a collection the artist, designer, and manufacturer in the United States can build upon the heritage left them by craftsmen of the past, and the public will become conscious of its own art traditions.

Drawings and photographs in this issue were chosen from divisional projects of the Index of American Design in California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin.

1 Table scarf of red and green embroidered designs, colored fringe. Originally owned by Martha Van Dyck
2 Wood-spinning wheel made in South Bay, New York, about 1770. A colonial type executed in very dark oak
3 Shawl strap, 1850-55, probably from Montclair, N. J. Needlepoint, red and brown: handle, leather lined red
1 Silver teapot about 1800 with bell-shaped lid, turned wood finial, and "C"-scroll handle. Metropolitan Museum

2 Embossed silver teapot made about 1770. Decoration incorporating Van Rensselaer crest probably added later.

3 Silver mug by Abraham Fellows about 1825. Slightly barrelled shape; "S"-scrollled handle. Metropolitan Museum.

4 Sugar bowl of about 1850. The body is slate-colored porcelain; handles and lid, pewter; the base, copper.

5 Early 19th century tea caddy. Red lacquered tin with red, yellow, and black designs. Milwaukee Museum.

6 Silver spoons made by Adrian Bancker of New York City, 1703-72. Three initials follow the shape of handle.

7 Pewter porringer with pierced handle. Moulded between 1800-25 in the style of silver of the earlier periods.

8 A "fiddle-thread" silver fork, 1830. The hand-wrought fiddle-shaped handle has a fine thread line along the edge.

9 Hob-nail tea kettle cast sometime between 1860 and 1870. The pot is of iron with a brass lid and brass handle.

10 An 18th century silver pitcher. Serrated lip, trefoil feet, and double scroll handle. Metropolitan Museum.

11 Coffee pot about 1860 made of nickel on copper, a process abandoned in favor of silver on copper about then.

12 Silver caudle cup from middle of the 18th century. Scrolled handles, voluted endings. Metropolitan Museum.

ACCESSORIES


4. Kerosene lamp of iron and brass. Made sometime between 1865-70. It was a type popular in the Victorian era.


6. Pitcher of gray and tan stoneware made about 1875. Typical leaf and flower pattern worked in blue clay.


10. 18th century flip of flint glass. It is blown in a dip mould and engraved with three horizontal tulip designs.


Craftsmen still turn to simple and graceful patterns of the founding fathers to bring charm to our tables.

 Colonial silver, while following the general forms and styles of English silver of the same period, developed a simplicity and grace of its own, which has come to be recognized as peculiarly American and to which modern silversmiths look for inspiration. Below are ten sterling patterns of today whose roots are in the past. Left to right, front row: R. Wallace’s “Colonial Georgian” pattern, Towle’s more ornate “Colonial” and also its “Paul Revere”, and Gorham’s traditional “Sheaf of Wheat”. Second row: Reed and Barton’s “Yorktown”, Kirk’s “King” pattern with its shell motif, and Alvin’s “Maryland”. Back row: Watson’s “Colonial Fiddle”, International’s “Minuet” design, and Lunt Silversmiths’ “Early American”.

The beautifully proportioned bowl is an exact reproduction of one by Paul Revere, and is made by the Watson Company, while the Classic teapot from International Sterling is copied from one by Daniel Van Voorhis. The casters are adapted from old ones, by Gorham.

In background: Westmoreland’s crystal lamp with milk-glass base, and ruby glass pinch bottle by Ashford Fenton. Left and right in foreground: Westmoreland’s milk-glass condiment set and bottle. Center: candlestick by Fostoria.

Four modern coffee pots with Colonial ancestry. Low, engraved coffee pot, from Samuel Kirk. Center row: Gorham’s “Plymouth” on pedestal base, R. Wallace’s “Antique”, and Lunt’s “Early American”. Porringer is from Alvin, and the sugar caster from Gorham.
More complicated than the earlier designs on the opposite page, this coffee pot, "The Winthrop", was first made by Reed and Barton in 1830 in pewter; today the same firm makes it in Sheffield plate.


3. Three-cornered lantern made of sheet metal in Wisconsin, 1865. Designed with top ring for hanging and a back handle for hand use.

4. Door knocker from the latter part of the 18th century. Made of brass cast, finished with a dull polish. It is in the early American style.


7. Cast iron panel, painted dark gray. Made by City Foundry in San Francisco about 1871. At present it is owned by State of California.

8. Shoeshine foot rest from middle of the 19th century. Black iron horse rests on olive green painted base which is stubby, spiral turned.


10. Hitching post with horsehead figure which was so popular about 1870. Made of cast iron, and painted black. Origin unknown.

11. House fire markers of the early 19th century. Cast iron plates were fixed on the front of insured houses. Louisiana State Museum.

12. Late 18th century andiron found in Connecticut. Made of hand-wrought iron with large, flat, circular feet and squat-arched legs.
1. Lunette carved by Indian converts about 1804. The work is done in unpainted pine and belongs to the Santa Ines Mission in California.

2. Carved sign of hardware dealer with tools shown in relief. It was made in Boston about 1850 and it hung over the shop of John Bradford.

3. Billet head of carved wood, painted white, said to have been on U.S.S. “Constitution”. It is now in the Peabody Museum in Salem, Mass.

4. Door panel from Joseph Bimele house, 1835. Bird’s eye maple grain was painted on pine by Zoro craftsmen. From Zoro Museum, Ohio.

5. Carved board used to imprint design on cake in 19th century. This scene cut in mahogany was probably inspired by Crimean War pictures.

6. Cigar store Indian, about 1860, polychrome wood. Leggings, brown; loin skirt, yellow with red trim; feathers are red, yellow and green.

7. Hand-wrought iron hit probably made near Los Angeles about 1870. It has silver buttons and inlay; copper rolls. Spanish influence.

8. Square-type newel post which was made by the Shakers in New Lebanon and now is in possession of Charles Jones, of Lebanon School.

9. Newel post with turned design similar to Sheraton sofa arm in most details. Made by New Lebanon Shakers, New Lebanon, N. Y.

IT SEEMS fair to assume that "the servant problem" is something we should like to solve even more than we like to talk about it and that whatever facts we may gather will be useful.

There is abundant evidence that an unbroken succession of householders, extending over many generations, have lamented the passing of the good old days when there was no servant problem; and there is equal evidence that in every such generation considerable numbers of other individuals have worked out equitable solutions and thereafter found little to lament. If we would clarify the various aspects of this perennially argued situation, we should certainly review some of the conspicuous successes and failures of the early American domestic establishment, and then proceed to evolve, on this foundation, a simple and sensible approach to our present day problem which is not, in any important respect, very different. In recorded history perhaps no single tradition stands out quite so happily, nor so surely indicates the inevitable solution, as does that of "the hired girl".

When James Whitcomb Riley wrote "Our hired girl, she's Lizabuth Ann: an' she can cook best things to eat", he was close to the experience of many American families. His picture of that rugged individualist cooking the best things by rule-of-thumb and keeping order in her kitchen by the simplest methods, "Clear out o' my way! They's time fer work an' time fer play! Take yer dough an' run child, run. Er' I cain't git no cookin' done", was a familiar part of our domestic scene at that time. That, of course, was Indiana toward the end of the last century, but our hired girl tradition was not peculiar to any one locality or time.

In Canandaigua, New York, we find Caroline Cowles Richard writing in 1852, at the age of ten, her diary which has come to be known as Village Life in America. Describing the life in her banker-grandfather's home where she and her sister lived she writes: "We asked grandmother this evening if we could sit out in the kitchen with Bridget and Hannah and the hired man Thomas Halleran. She said we could (Continued on page 64)
Cut flowers placed around the house gratify the eye and lend an atmosphere of cheerfulness. Some people are more successful than others in preserving their pristine loveliness.

The lasting qualities of flowers are much enhanced by the treatment they receive in the first handling. They should be lifted one by one from the basket or box to avoid bruising and a receptacle filled with cold water should be in readiness to receive them. The water in this receptacle should be deep enough to take in the entire stem, leaving above water only the bloom. The flowers should then be stored in a cool place for an hour. If it is possible to stand them in an ice box for this period, better still. This cooling is necessary in order that stems, which become limp so quickly after cutting, may drink up water, stiffen and become firm. The stems must absorb enough water to replace the sap lost after the flowers were cut.

If this cooling process is carried out, flowers will become as fresh as when first cut unless there has been some unusual delay. They can then be arranged in proper receptacles. When doing this, one should cater to the natural habits of the flowers. That is, if the natural habit is to stand upright, then upright they should stand. Use deep containers so as much water as possible may come in contact with the outside of the stems and prevent evaporation. Short-stemmed and drooping flowers should be placed in low bowls, or come peeping out of baskets, in the depths of which water vessels are concealed. Flowers with long stems should always be placed in deep water, leaving very little of the stems out of water or they will become limp from thirst and the blooms will drop. The leaves about the stems immersed in water of the container should be removed, since they decay, promote bacterial growth in the water, and at same time tend to crowd the stems.

Always keep in mind that crowding will affect the life of flowers, for when “jammed” into the mouth of a vase, not enough air is admitted, and the flowers die from lack of oxygen. And of course, crowding mars the artistic effect permitting little choice for free arrangement.

Flowers should not be placed near the heat, and a sunny window is hardly more to be desired, since bright sunlight promotes loss of water in form of vapor. Although the flowers may not wilt (unless water loss exceeds amount absorbed), their life is shortened. The room should not be hot and dry, for dry air and high temperature increase evaporation from all moist surfaces; thus the delicate tissues of flowers are easily affected. There is scientific proof that flowers are injured by even the smallest amount of illuminating gas in the atmosphere. Coal gas is also detrimental.

The water in the vase should be changed at least once daily and if a narrow vase is used, twice daily. When changing the water clip each stem a little in order that a fresh drinking surface may be provided for entrance of water into the conducting cells of the stem, because these cells tend to become clogged with bacteria and other micro-organisms. Whenever the stems are long give them a slanting cut to prevent closing their absorbing surface (should they press against the bottom of the vase) and to expose more of the conducting cells in the interior.

If cut flowers are put “to bed” at night, they will maintain their freshness for a much longer time. Flowers with rather thick petals such as Carnations and Roses may be easily kept in a bath tub or in a pail of cold water deep enough to float them. In fact, the life of all flowers, with the exception of those with very flimsy petals, will be greatly lengthened if submerged to their chins in cold water overnight. If one does not wish the trouble of submerging the flowers, they should at least be removed to a cool room, but should not be exposed to a direct (Continued on page 73)
Mrs. Theodore Fitz Randolph's house on Middagh Street is in an historical section of Brooklyn. Built prior to 1800, it began its career as a country tavern but since 1836 has been occupied as a private residence. In restoring it, little was done to the exterior except painting. These before and after views show the improvement.

Brown is the predominant color of the bedroom—brown wallpaper with yellow, blue and white pattern, brown quilted chintz spreads, appliqued with other colors. The furniture is maple. Then, like shafts of sunlight, are the yellow curtains with white ruffles above white organdy glass curtains.

Country Chippendale chairs upholstered in Chinese red chintz and an old plumwood dresser comprise the dining room furniture. Only candlelight is used here—a soft light to set aglow the collection of pewter on the dresser and give sparkle to the red-frame mirror. The carpet is in a warm red.
A small rear structure that served for stable, then garage, now enters on a new career as a guest house. It has the same architectural merit as the house, which, under the careful restoration and decoration of Oscar O. Widmann of A. Kimbel & Son, has been preserved with spirit intact, but embellished with the conveniences of today.

The living room has olive green walls. Against this background are set the two original stripped pine mantels and the colorful bookshelves between them. Curtains are pinkish tan with quilted valances. Two of the chairs are also quilted. Ceiling and woodwork are pinkish beige and the rug provides a brown base.

*Once a genial hostelry known to those who traveled Long Island after the Revolution, the Fitz Randolph house in Brooklyn now begins its second century, restored and redecorated, as a livable, modern home*
BEE-KEEPERS

An apiary is a practical and self-supporting garden unit affording many profitable hours, says Mary Louise Coleman

The music of Virgil's "Fourth Georgic", the prose of Maeterlinck's "Life of the Bee" and the Biblical song of the land with milk and honey blest, all influenced the selection of an old Apple orchard in Connecticut as the ideal spot for a bee yard.

The old Apple trees were allowed to continue their existence more for their gnarled limbs and fragrant blossoms than for the production of perfect fruit which demands such frequent spraying that it is death to the bees. A space was selected where five trees were missing in the long line of twisted trunks, three in one row and two in another. This gave a clearance of 90 by more than 60 feet, making a miniature aviation field clearly defined from the air. The trees immediately bordering this field were trimmed quite close; beyond, old trees were left untouched to make it more simple to catch an escaping swarm of bees.

Then a straight row of nine gleaming hives (painted with aluminum paint as insulation against the heat of Summer) was set well-back toward the northern line of the field. Enough space was left between the tree trunks and the back of the hives to permit easy passage of a wheelbarrow with its protruding loads. The hives were placed four feet apart, which gave sufficient working space between them. For when attending a hive it is best not to disturb the coming and going of its neighbors, as one colony of sixty thousand bees is quite enough to consider at one time.

The entrances of all the hives faced south, southeast. The runways led down to the clipped grass—grass clipped early in the season, then kept down by sprinkling salt about. It is well to remember that bees need and like the salt, but that they will not tolerate any interference in their flight to and from the hive, and life is made miserable for the man with the scythe who would weaken by Winter weather. The expressman invariably arrived before noon and the bees he brought could not be put in hives before sun-down when all was quiet. The two, three or five pounds of bees, shipped in little wire cages were kept in the darkened, draughtless room and fed with rich sugar water before noon and the bees he brought could not be put in hives before sun-down when all was quiet. The two, three or five pounds of bees, shipped in little wire cages were kept in the darkened, draughtless room and fed with rich sugar water brushed on the outside of the wire cages. They gorged themselves with delight and by the time the sun set they were in a comfortable frame of mind to accept their new home and new queen without a murmur.

A low paling fence was built around the entire yard. Its prim white line set definite limits for casual strollers and strenuous equestrians. It kept at a safe distance wandering dogs and chickens which were more in need of protection than the bees. Curiously nothing seems more objectionable to bees than the smell of a horse, and though they seldom take an aggressive attitude toward anything unless their home is endangered, they will angrily attack a horse for no apparent reason.

To the left of the entrance gate of the yard a small white clapboard shed was built to house all apparatus for extracting honey from the large combs, for bottling the golden fluid and for storing the honey. The shed was also a carpenter's workshop, a paint room for renovating the hives in the Spring, an extracting room in the Fall, and a storage place for empty supers through the Winter. A well-screened porch opened to the path behind the row of hives. It had convenient shelves for rags, smoker, veils, gloves and all appurtenances for careful inspection of the hives. Then too, screened protection from attack by an angry colony may never be needed, but it is an ever-comforting thought while working among the hives to know that if some unintentional accident aroused the ire of the occupants, one has not far to run to escape thousands of well-armed antagonists.

The shed with its screened windows made an excellent waiting room for the "package bees" which are ordered by the pound in the Spring from the South to replace those in the colonies weakened by Winter weather. The expressman invariably arrived before noon and the bees he brought could not be put in hives before sun-down when all was quiet. The two, three or five pounds of bees, shipped in little wire cages were kept in the darkened, draughtless room and fed with rich sugar water brushed on the outside of the wire cages. They gorged themselves with delight and by the time the sun set they were in a comfortable frame of mind to accept their new home and new queen without a murmur.

It is practically impossible to plant enough forage for nine colonies of bees; an acre of flowers and honey plants would be insufficient. So along the west and southern edge of the yard a perennial border of herbs and flowers was made to encourage the worker bees to start on their rounds. This small border served other purposes: it supplied a variety of nectar always available in small quantities, it gave the gardener opportunity to experiment with nectar-producing plants, and it added a vivid spot of color to the yard. The low-growing plants of the border were Catnip, Sage, Lavender, Hyssop and Thyme—all the homely herbs of grandmother's day. The medium-height plants were varieties of Veronica, Gaillardia, Cleome, Asters, Echinops, Monarda and Marigolds. The tall growing Sunflowers, Hibiscus and Hollyhocks supplied pollen.

The harvest of honey is a reward to the owner. The scent of the flowers is instilled in the honey—the fragrant flavor of Sage, Orange Blossom, Wild Raspberry, Golden-rod, Clover and many, many others lead the gourmet to endless exploring.

Bees, to the layman, express something rural; to the gardener, they mean an increase of flowers and fruit; to the student, the hive approximates the highest expression of social order; but to the house-wife the bees become practical purveyors to the supplies in the larder. Thus do the bees, the bee-yard and the honey yield a harvest in interest, in knowledge, and in health.
In the course of his extensive gardening experience, John C. Wister has championed many a flower family and brought it to popular acceptance by his uncanny ability to select varieties that all may grow and enjoy. His present enthusiasm for Tree Peonies promises to give these lovely flowers a favored place in many gardens both large and small.

Not far from Philadelphia at Germantown, Pennsylvania, there is a large wooden Victorian house, surrounded generously by broad, sloping stretches of land. It is the home of John C. Wister, one of America's foremost landscape-architects and horticulturists. It is also the home of the largest collection of Tree Peonies in this country.

Mr. Wister may, perhaps, be better known for other horticultural activities. As one of the founders of the American Iris Society, he was also its President for over twenty years. He has made himself an expert successively on the Iris, the Daffodil, the Lilac, and the Tree Peony. Concerning the latter, it would be no exaggeration to say that he knows perhaps more about this extraordinary plant than anyone else. His other offices include active and important work as Secretary of both the American Rose Society and the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, and Director of the Arthur Hoyt Scott Foundation at Swarthmore College. It is at Swarthmore College that one of the most interesting experiments in landscaping is being conducted. Finally, Mr. Wister is a voluminous writer and two of his books, "Rules for American Gardeners" and "Four Seasons in our Gardens", are authoritatively recognized by serious gardeners both here and in Europe.

As distinguished from the better-known herbaceous Peony, the Moutan or Tree Peony has woody stems from 3' to 6' high, well-branched and distinctly shrubby in growth. Colors include the purest and clearest of flower shades: red, purple, (Continued on page 66)
The second of two articles in which we explore the pictorial beauties of our National Parks and the varied vacation opportunities in Dude Ranches and Alaska. By Col. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.

Last month my wife wrote of National Parks and of how much she liked them. This month I am going to do so. I am at a disadvantage, for I gave her the first choice and my personal opinion is that she covered most of the field and covered it well. She, however, spoke mainly of the Western Parks. Indeed she skipped over those in the East with merely a mention of their names, and forgot to speak of Dude Ranches and our most remote National Park at Mount McKinley, Alaska.

Here and now I wish to testify that in the East the parks are as lovely and varied as they are in the West. They are not as large as those in the West because, when the United States began to think in terms of National Parks, the East had long been settled and most of the land had passed out of the hands of the government. That meant, of course, that property had to be bought back from private individuals—a task unbelievably difficult.

Our parks in the East also do not have some of the wild animals—mountain sheep, goats, elk and buffalo—but they do have deer and bear. They have also the most superb scenery and the loveliest flowers and trees. Their accessibility to short-vacationists is an added advantage.

The first of our Eastern Parks that I visited was Acadia, which centers on Mount Desert Island on the northern coast of Maine. Champlain discovered this island in 1604, landing in what is now the township of Bar Harbor. The first white settlement north of Florida was here, though I think few people know this. What is more, it was made by the French, not the English. It was a missionary colony and was destroyed not by the Indians but by Englishmen during the French-English Wars.

Since then Mount Desert has had a varied and picturesque history. It was granted by Louis XIV to Cadillac, who later founded Detroit and for whom the automobile is named. Longfellow's beautiful poem, Evangeline, deals with this same part of the country.

As late as the first half of the last century Mount Desert was a remote and inaccessible wilderness, occasionally visited by coasting vessels. Gradually the sturdy Maine seafaring folk pushed north, the giant pines were felled and fishing villages sprang up along the shore. Then came a bridge connecting Mount Desert Island with the mainland.

As far as I know it is one of the very first places in the country where Americans went vacationing. There is a delightful account written by Charles Tracey of New York of a trip there with a party of friends in 1855. They hiked through the woods, slept out of doors, in fact did much the same sort of thing we do today. Finally, they imported the first piano the Island had seen, and "threw a party" to which they invited the fisher folk. It was a great success and lasted until the small hours of the morning. As far as I know it was the curtain raiser for Mount Desert's social life. From that day to the present Americans have thronged there summer after summer, and it is now one of the most famous of our summer playgrounds.

In the old days it was difficult to reach. Today it is easy. You can go by railroad, by steamship or by automobile. The railroad station for the island is Ellsworth, from where you can go by motor bus to Bar Harbor, Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor or Southwest Harbor. You can go by airplane in the summer months.

For myself, I would rather motor. There are excellent roads and now there is a steel and concrete bridge from the Island to the mainland. I would rather go by motor for any number of reasons. First of all, it gives you a chance to see Maine, and Maine itself is well worth seeing. I would keep to the shore though it is longer. There bend after bend shows rocky promontories jutting into the ocean. Between them lie stretches of white beach and salt marshes. The Maine coast is the rockiest and most irregular in the country. Following the shore line it is more than 2,500 miles; going as the crow flies, 200—that (Continued on page 67)

Rainbow Bridge, Zion Park, Utah

Alaska's Wild Life Thrives Around Lake Bennett

From a peak in the Great Smokies
A new home in the local tradition at Somon­auk, near Chicago, for W. P. Paepcke Esq.

Because, at one period in the history of the Middle West, Indian tepees were more common than Georgian mansions, that region has too often been considered bare of any solid architectural tradition before the advent of Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright. Yet in reality the larger houses there, as elsewhere, had by 1850 already set a characteristic Victorian style. From a sympathetic study of such originals, Walter S. Frazier, of the Chicago architectural firm of Frazier & Raftery, evolved this simplified and rather "huskier" version of the local Victorian tradition. (Continued on page 63)

Most of the antique furniture is in walnut and of local origin, many pieces having been bought from recently demolished houses in South Chicago. The large living room (above, the western end) is used also for dining and has a fireplace at each end. The French velvet carpet is a multicolor floral

White plaster busts of Queen Victoria and the Prince Consort, set on gilt brackets above the fireplace, lord it over the pink quilted velvet of the sofas at the eastern end of the living room. Tilt-top tables against the wall are black lacquered papier-mâché pieces inlaid with mother-of-pearl

The small library recess opening off the living room is quite in character, despite the Empire-style sofa. The gray and silver striped wallpaper used throughout the main room is repeated on the folding screen
The entrance front (above) faces north, and the main rooms are placed on the other side of the house where the ground drops away sharply to provide a fine view. The exterior is white and is all of wood except for the brick chimneys.

In this bedroom green and white plaid gingham is used for the dressing table skirt and upholstery, set above an old velvet floral carpet with an olive ground. The wallpaper has gold stripes on white, and the antique cornices are of gilt metal.

With dark maroon walls for background and a gray chenille rug as base, the most striking feature in Mr. Paepcke's bedroom is the three-piece suite of straight grain walnut with burl walnut panels, which was found in a South Chicago home.
We set a luncheon table for Summer in frosty lettuce green combined with blue and set off by garden flowers.
Abercrombie & Fitch.

Furnish is a Hines-Putt design from pottery plates may also be ordered there.

glass, Fostoria's "American" pattern is hotli from Bloomingdale's. The pressed
from Wanamaker's and the Vernon pot­
peppers are their Community Plate,
design, is Oneida's "Grenoble" flatware import from McGibbon.

The linen is textured in a delightful let-
thing for luncheon on a glass-top table.
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Everywhere is lettuce green this
Summer—it spells coolness and spells it
best combined with blue. So when we
found this lovely new California pot-
tery all blue and green like a mountain
lake, and surprisingly lacking those
chil con carne colors one has come to
associate with California, our psychic
thermometer took a drop.

The pattern is smartly bold and
informal, as you can see, and just the
thing for luncheon on a glass-top table.
The linen is textured in a delightful let-
tucy green and silver gray, a Gribbon
import from McGibbon.

The silver, with its modern leaf
design, is Oneida's "Grenoble" flatware
pattern in Heirloom Plate. The salts and
peppers are their Community Plate,
both from Bloomingdale's. The pressed
glass, Fostoria's "American" pattern is
from Wananemaker's and the Vernon pot-
tery plates may also be ordered there.
Furniture is a Hines-Putt design from
Abercrombie & Fitch.

Tradition and distinction are
found in the Southern dishes
suggested by Elizabeth Chilton

OUR LUNCHEON TABLE, OPPOSITE

To be born in Charleston is to belong
to it forever. Though you may leave its alleys
and its narrow streets bordered by high fences,
no longer walk along the Battery with the salt
wind blowing in from the Atlantic, nor stop to
buy Groundnut cakes from the negro
mammy who sits beneath the shadow of Saint
Michael's bells; though you can no longer
hear the cry of the honey vendor as he calls:
"I've got honey. Honey. Honey", you still
want to live from time to time in the atmos-
phere of Charleston.

Indeed, moments will still come when
the wind in a tree or the fragments of a song
will cause a nostalgia that cannot be denied.
Then you'll hasten home and try to create,
through the preparation of some dish for which
Charleston is noted, a tangible part of what
you have just been feeling.

And even if you were not born in
Charleston, you can give your palate a moment
to be taken reverently and savored long, if you
will prepare some of the following recipes
possessed by few outside of true Charlestonians.

SHRIMP SOUP

2 cups cooked and 1 quart milk
shelled shrimps ½ cup cream
⅓ tablespoon flour ¼ cup sherry
2⅛ tablespoons butter Grating nutmeg
1 small grated onion Salt and pepper

Put the shrimps through the meat grind-
er. Melt the butter and add flour stirring un-
til smooth. Add the onion that has been sim-
mered five minutes in butter, then the shrimp,
salt and pepper. Pour on gradually milk and
cream. Stir until mixture begins to thicken.
Cook over hot water for half an hour stirring
occasionally. Add sherry and nutmeg just be-
fore serving; do not let cool.

CORN PIE

1 cup milk 12 ears corn
½ cup grated cheese 2 eggs yolks
1 lb. sliced cooked 1 tablespoon tomato
ham or chicken paste

Cook the corn on the cob until tender;
then cut off the kernels. Mix this with the
beaten egg yolks, milk, and salt and pepper to
taste. Add the tomato paste and the cheese.
Put a layer of the corn mixture in the bottom
of a greased baking dish, then a layer of the
sliced meat. Continue alternating the layers
until the dish is filled. Pour over three table-
spoons melted butter and bake in a moderate
oven until firm and browned.

CHESTNUT PUDDING

1 qt. large chestnuts 10 eggs
6 tablespoons mara-
schino syrup sugar
5 ounces butter 1 pint milk

Peel the chestnuts, pouring boiling
water over them to remove the inner skin. Boil
the chestnuts in milk until soft. Then strain
the mixture through a sieve, mashing the chest-
uts. Cream butter and sugar together, then
stir in the beaten yolks of the eggs. Add
maraschino syrup and the strained chestnuts.
Fold in the egg whites beaten until stiff. Turn
into a buttered baking dish and bake in a mod-
erate oven for three quarters of an hour.

TOMATO PILAU

1 can whole tomatoes 1 egg
2 cups cooked rice ¼ cup water
½ cup cooked mush-
rooms ¼ cup butter
2 thick pieces salt
pork, diced
Salt to taste

Fry the onion in the salt pork until
brown. Add the tomatoes and cook for ten
minutes. Add the water, rice and mushrooms
and cook until the water is absorbed. Stir in
the butter and the egg that has been beaten
just before serving.

HOPPING JOHN

1 cup cow peas 2 strips white salt
1 cup raw rice pork
Large lump of butter 1 pint water

Boil the salt pork and cow peas in the
water for four hours. Add the raw rice to the
peas with sufficient more water to cover. Cook
for one hour stirring occasionally. Add butter
and stir just before serving.

This dish is typical of Charleston and
is delicious served as an accompaniment to
steak and a green salad.

SHRIMP PASTE

2 pounds cooked and 1 green pepper
shelled shrimps 1 small onion
1 tablespoon Worces-
tershire sauce chopped celery
⅓ teaspoon mustard ¼ cup milk
2 tablespoons batter Salt to taste
1⅛ tablespoons flour Dash of Cayenne

Grind the shrimps, onion, green pepper
and celery. Mix with Worcestershire sauce,
Cayenne and salt. Make a stiff cream sauce
with the butter, flour and milk. Combine the
two mixtures and pack into wet moulds and chill.
No one will question the statement that good trees furnish the background and setting to make a well-designed home the pleasing picture which every home owner desires.

In many cases, however, the prospective home owner feels that the first job is the planning and construction of the house and that the matter of trees can have attention after everything else is done. There is much to be gained, both in cost and in satisfaction, by taking the trees into consideration through every step of the planning and construction of a new home.

Wooded lots are of course considered the most desirable in any good residential locality. Often they cost more money than those without trees and where they do not, they are sure to be the first ones taken off the market in any allotment. It does not necessarily follow, however, that a home site is worth more or even that it is more desirable just because it has trees on it.

The first question to be faced is what kind of trees it has and whether they are so placed that they will add anything to the completed home. If they are sickly or stunted they may detract from the picture rather than add to it. If they are so located that they will have to be removed to place the house in the best spot, they are not only of no value but their removal will add to the cost of construction. Before you buy a lot because of its trees try to visualize what the trees will look like in relation to the house you plan to build. Only the final picture counts.

Many times when a residential site has sufficient width it is possible to vary the location of the house to retain the greatest tree value. Sometimes an architectural plan can even be slightly altered for the same purpose. Trees close to the house are often desirable. But they must not be so close that basement excavations will necessitate severe cutting of the roots, because when a tree loses part of its roots it loses a proportionate part of its food and water supply and will suffer in health and appearance.

It is often possible, however, to secure the desired effect by having the plans so drawn that garage, porch or sun room, without excavation, may be on the side close to the tree. Tree roots need open ground above and they will adjust themselves if part of the root area is covered, but they will not so easily recover if part of the roots are severed.

When the location of the house has been settled it may be necessary to thin out the remaining trees if the lot has been heavily wooded. Trees which are to be retained should be selected first because of their general health and vigor and their desirability from the standpoint of cleanliness and susceptibility to disease. In a locality where there is a considerable amount of the Dutch Elm disease and choice must be made between an Oak and an Elm of otherwise equal qualities, the Oak would be the best to preserve, as the Elm might fall victim to the blight and have to be destroyed.

Of second consideration in selecting the trees to preserve would be their structural strength and beauty of shape. Third would be the matter of variety. All other things being equal it lends interest to a home site to have as many different species as possible in the final tree plan, particularly when Nature begins to splash her paints around in the Fall season.

There is another general consideration to bear in mind in the selection of a home site and the general planning if the health
and beauty of the trees are to be maintained. That is the final grade which is to be established on any part of the site in which there are trees you expect to save. To make a marked change in the grade over the root area of any tree is to sign the death warrant of the tree, especially if it is growing in a clay soil. If the grade is to be lowered, the roots will be brought so close to the surface that they will dry out and before they have had time to go deeper in search of moisture the tree will die. If the grade is to be raised by a fill, the roots will smother from lack of air and the tree will die in a comparatively short time.

Nature's laws are pretty rigidly fixed and will permit no marked and particularly no sudden deviation. Sometimes growing things will adjust themselves to gradual changes in conditions, however. If a tree has been growing in a very wet spot which must be drained you may be sure that the roots will be very close to the surface of the ground. Should the water be suddenly drained the tree is likely to be killed. A slow acting or controlled drainage system which will lower the water table not more than a couple of inches a year, on the other hand, may drive the shallow roots deeper into the ground in search of moisture and really benefit the tree.

There are a number of precautions which should be taken during construction which will pay splendid dividends for any small extra cost. Not only the trunks but the entire root area of trees within the construction zone should be protected. It is not enough to protect the trunk or even to fence off a space four or five feet square around the trunk. If space will permit it is wise to fence off the whole root area, which corresponds roughly to the spread of the branches. If this is not done workmen are likely to pile material under the trees, shutting off the air from the roots, or to drive trucks under the branches with danger of root injury when the ground is soft. Keep the workmen away from the root area entirely and you will avoid injury to the trees.

When trenches for water, sewer or other services have to pass through the root area of a tree it will cost but a few extra dollars to have the trench made into a tunnel under the root area. Tree roots are seldom deeper than three and a half to four feet. An open trench will mean severed roots and such trenches are usually deep enough so that service pipes and conduits can pass under the roots entirely.

Plaster, mortar or other building material containing lime should never be thrown on the ground anywhere near a tree. Exhaustive tests have shown that most trees are in best condition in a slightly acid soil. Lime is an alkalizer. Those who have observed its use as an agricultural fertilizer are likely to think that lime thrown around a new house could not do the trees any harm. Most agricultural crops are benefited by an alkaline soil, however, while trees are not; so keep the lime materials away from the trees.

If tarvia or asphalt driveways are to be built see that the wagons which heat the tar materials are placed well away from the trees. The heat on the ground and the smoke and gas rising into the air can do more damage to a tree in 15 minutes than the most skilful tree expert can repair in many years, perhaps ever. On the same principle when cleanup time comes a rubbish bonfire built where the heat will rise (Continued on page 73)
First Week

Give Morning Glories a nitrogenous fertilizer and keep watered. Buddleias also will appreciate water at this time. Delphinium seed collected now should germinate 100% if planted this Summer. A sick tree should be fed immediately but late Summer and Winter are the most normal seasons for feeding trees. Dig crab grass from lawn.

Cultivate all around hardy Chrysanthemums and feed them a light dressing of sheep manure watered in. There are two ways to eradicate aphids on Golden Glow; dig up the plants and abandon them or spray with nicotine. To follow early crops, plant Turnips. Lift the blades of the mower and let the grass grow taller these hot weeks.

Prune Climbing Roses as soon as they have finished blooming, removing old canes. Lateral bloomers have the old lateral branches cut back to the cane stem. Begin now protecting your choice branches of Grapes from birds and insects by tying them in paper bags. Order Pussy seed for next Spring’s flowering. Plan on sowing it in August.

This is the season when red spider attacks Evergreens. Wash down thoroughly before replanting the Tall Bearded types. Japanese and Siberian kinds require a more acid soil, a damper location and deeper planting of rhizomes. Give both kinds a sunny location. Iris cristata, and some of the other species, however, thrive in half shade.

Rough litter mulch applied to Sweet Peas will preserve soil moisture. Spray vines with nicotine if aphids appear. A weed killer on drives and walks will eradicate weeds, but keep it away from tree and shrub roots and grass on edges. Iceplant Poppies can be seeded now and so can Columbines. Gladolias should be kept well-watered.

Onions can be improved in size by starting them up above the bulbs. Be careful not to disturb the roots. Order Colchicums, Autumn Crocus, for setting out next month. Toward the end of the month start sowing Peas for a Fall crop. Leaf crops will be benefited by a quick-acting fertilizer such as nitrate of soda.

July is the ideal month to lift and divide Iris. Work bone meal into soil before replanting some of the other species, how­ever, trim off buds now to increase Autumn bloom.

Now that Oriental Poppies are dormant they can be safely moved. Increase is possible by cutting the long rots into short pieces and planting in sandy soil. Order Strawberry plants to be delivered next month, mean­while preparing the bed for them. Why not try some Sternbergia laterae, Fall Daffodil, in the garden this Autumn?

A daily job that should not be missed is snipping off the passe flower heads. All annuals should be cleaned up each day. Sweet Peas cut each day and if the old flower clusters are cut back to the first leaves, the bushes will flower all Summer. Some Rosarians use herbicides now to increase Autumn bloom.

If sowing seed out of doors or setting out plants, water the ground thoroughly before commencing work. Constant, deep cultivation of the soil all through the month and next is the sur­­est way to keep plants in good condition. When Delphiniums are through flowering, cut back stalks to 1’ and feed plants a sprinkling of super-phosphate.

Next month you may move or plant Evergreens. Prepare places for them now so that there need be no delay when material arrives. Cuttings can now be made of Calem, Geraniums for indoor Winter bloom. Hydran­­geas growing along for Winter should be watered occasionally and given manure water. Start studying the new bulb catalogs.

Stop disshuddering ever-bear­ring Strawberries so that the fruit can set. Wistarias should be pruned now and Cerastium tectorum and other rampant Spring growers trimmed back hard. Violas and Pansies can also be cut back. They should be kept watered. Trim off all but three or four of the best shoots on Tomato plants and tie up.

Several rows of Beets and Carrots can now be sowed for Winter use. Weeklyspraying or dusting of Roses must be main­tened; some use wet spray one week and dust the next. Have you tried Chinese Cabbage as a substitute for Lettuce in Sum­mer? Late Cabbage and Cali­­flower plants can be set out now. Firm soil under roots.

Bordeaux mixture is the popular specific for the blight that is apt to appear on Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Muskmelons, Celery and Tomatoes. Try putting a pinch of Scotch root in each pot of Fuchsia and see the color improve. A good Sunday after­noon job is walking around your garden and listing the work to be done next week.

Many kinds of Perennials, especially Alpine plants, Cle­­ma­tis and Iris are best planted in the Autumn and exposed to the elements over Winter. Study catalogs now and select those you want to try later. Ordering now will bring fresh seed. Why not try the good old-fashioned hammock for resting after a bout of gardening?

The first nurseryman in America was Governor Endecott of Salem, Mass. . . . Minus spectabilis, one of our most beautiful Spring-flowering Crabs, was first brought from China in 1780. . . . Flowers of Clethra alnifoila, the Sweet Pepperbush, furnish bees with their richest nectar. . . . The common Horse-chestnut is a native of Greece. . . . David Douglas, plant explorer of Oregon and California, died at the early age of 36. Douglas-Pine is named for him. . . . Some Rose experts hold that a good fertilizer for their plants is 4-10-14.

The first American botanic garden which they gorged themselves on succotash. . . . One of the most fragrant Lilacs is Syringa pubescens . . . The first American botanic gar­den was planted by Dr. Christopher Witt of German­town, Pa., who died in 1765 aged 90. . . . The Tea Rose was introduced into Europe about 1800. . . . The Spring flower, Lonicera x fastigiata is fortunately also called the Glory of the Sun. . . . Galanthus plicatus was first brought from Crimea by a soldier in 1855.
Keep cool refreshing viands on the table these days. Tall tinkling glasses, garden salads, and twinkling, shivering cups of consommé. Clear cool Campbell’s Consommé, glowing with the deep amber of fine beef slowly simmered. Your eye says, “This is it for a summer day!” And it is. The good beef taste and the subtle savor of carrots, parsley and celery nudge your appetite to life. So here is what to do: 1. Place cans of Campbell’s Consommé in your refrigerator to jell. 2. Four hours or so later, at lunch or dinner time, remove the cans and open them. 3. Spoon the consommé forth, heap each cup high with a shimmering, gleaming serving. 4. Lift spoonfuls of it mouthwards, one then another, to coolly melt upon your tongue. And then and there, plant Campbell’s Consommé firmly in your summer repertory of cool delights. Keep cool about hot weather menu problems; serve Campbell’s New!

CHILL,** JELLS in the refrigerator in four hours**
Unbelievable that cool comfort in sweltering weather could come from a hot volcano? But it’s true! A wool-like substance was discovered near certain Hawaiian volcanoes. Scientists found that it contained millions of minute air cells trapped between the fibers. Today Johns-Manville reproduces this “wool” in man-made volcanoes—a scientific invention that provides a miracle in home comfort.

The whole fascinating story of Johns-Manville Rock Wool Home Insulation is contained in the interesting free book, "Comfort That Pays For Itself," illustrated below. It describes this amazing material in detail; how it is blown through a hose into hollow walls and attic spaces; why it makes existing houses up to 15° cooler in hottest summer weather . . . and why J-M Approved Home Insulation Contractors (there’s one in your locality) do a dependable job of scientific insulation that assures utmost efficiency.

Get the book now! Send the coupon for the free copy. Then talk to one of the 150,000 owners of J-M insulated homes for absolute proof of what they think about J-M Rock Wool. They’re enthusiastic.

MAIL THE COUPON

JOHNS-MANVILLE
"Blown" Rock Wool Home Insulation

FREE BOOK tells the complete fascinating story about J-M Home Insulation

MAIL THE COUPON

JOHNS-MANVILLE, Dept. HG-2
22 East 40th Street, N.Y.C.

Send FREE illustrated book telling whole amazing story of J-M HOME INSULATION. I am interested in insulation for my present home (please check): for new construction (please check). In Canada, write to Casagrande-Johns-Manville Company, Ltd., Laird Drive, Toronto, Ont.

Name___________________________
Address__________________________
City State_________________________

DEPARTMENT STORES

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM, Lowman, Joseph & Loven.

ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK, The Gus Blane Co.

CALIFORNIA
FRESNO, C. Garth & Co., Inc., 1380 Rrovers, Bakersfield.
SAN FRANCISCO, City of Paris.

CONNECTICUT
BRIDGEPORT, Howard Dry Goods Co. HARTFORD, E. Price & Co., Inc., 1810 Main St.
STAMFORD, The C. O. Miller Co.

FLORIDA
ORLANDO, Driskill-Ten Co.

GEORGIA
ATLANTA, Bolo, Inc.

ILLINOIS

INDIANA
FT. WAYNE, Wolf & Donor. SOUTH BEND, Robertson Bros., Dept. Store.

IOWA

KANSAS
WICHITA, A. W. Birdell Co.

KENTUCKY
LOUISVILLE, The Stewart Dry Goods Co.

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON, Jordan Marsh Co. SHREWSBURY, The Ben Match.

MICHIGAN
DETROIT, The J. T. Holmes Co. GRAND RAPIDS, Headphoneman’s, Inc.

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY, The Jones Bros Co. ST. LOUIS, Setsinger, Vandemert, Barney, Inc.

NEBRASKA
OMAHA, Drury’s, Inc. LINCOLN, Miller & Paine, Inc.

NEW JERSEY
ATLANTIC CITY, W. H. Blatt Co.

NEW YORK
BUFFALO, The M. B. Blatt Co.

NEW ORLEANS
Colquitt E. Adler & Sons, Inc.

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN, Hess Brothers.

WASHINGTON
SEATTLE, Frederick & Nelson.

WISCONSIN
GREEN BAY, H. C. Fringe Co. MADISON, Harry S. Manchestcr, Inc.

JEWELERS

ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK, Chas. R. Smith Co.

CALIFORNIA
SAN DIEGO, The Kroon Co.

CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD, Philip H. Remove Co.

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON, Willard F. Davis, Inc.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON, B. Harris & Co.

FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE, Milton A. Paller, Inc.

ILLINOIS
CHICAGO, C. P. Pausch, Rockford, Dwyer & Anderson.

LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS, Olema, R Adler & Son, Inc.

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON,_street, Clearly & Lee Co. SPRINGFIELD, Terry Bros., Inc. WORCESTER, Charles & O’Brien.

MICHIGAN
GRAND RAPIDS, Herkner Jewelry Co.

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY, Jarrod Jewelry Co. ST. LOUIS, Mersol-Jarrod-Kim.

NEBRASKA
OMAHA, C. B. Brown Co.

NEW JERSEY
TRENTON, Post & Goodwin.

NEW YORK
BINGHAMPTON, Russell & O’Brien.

OHIO
AKRON, The W. J. Read Co. TOLEDO, The Street-King Co. YOUNGSTOWN, Raymond Reemer.

OKLAHOMA
BARSTOW & TERRY, Terry Jewelry Co.

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN, W. R. Appel.

RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE, Tiffany-Thatcher.

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA, Radio & Leffitt, Knoxville, The Box Co.

WEST VIRGINIA
WHEELING, Charles N. Hammer Co.
"GRANOBLE" pattern in Heirloom plate is clean-cut and slenderly modern, with just a touch of classic leaf and floral decoration. Oneida, Ltd.

Rough linen luncheon set in soft blue with off-white novelty weave borders and blocks scattered throughout. Seventeen pieces. From McGibbon

The attractive shapes are particularly charming in this new California pottery—coffee jug, cream and sugar and covered dish from Vernon

You wouldn't buy a nameless car—

Don't buy nameless furniture!

You want furniture you can be proud of, however much you prosper—not pieces you'll have to discard in a few years! Avoid cheap, crude imitations of your favorite Early American styles—get meticulous, beautiful DREXEL reproductions! We're fanatically fussy about important details—reeding, moulding, inlay, construction, patina! Ask at your store to see the groups illustrated. They're in fine mahogany with our special Marlborough Finish. (The four-poster is an exact copy of a magnificent antique in Salem, Mass.) Get our fascinating booklet—furnish your bedrooms and dining-room with its help. Remember, DREXEL means not only beautiful style, but good economy!

DREXEL
FURNITURE COMPANY
Bedroom and Dining Room Furniture
DREXEL, N. CAROLINA
WHERE TOMORROW'S MERCHANDISE
SUCCESSSES ARE ON VIEW TODAY...

EXECUTIVES, BUYERS,
ARCHITECTS, DECORATORS
are invited to write for fully
illustrated literature showing
the scope of the Fairs. Kindly
indicate lines in which you
are particularly interested.

SOMF firms are ever on the search for
novelties—changes—new trends. Some
stick largely to standard wares—which,
however, are being steadily improved.

Business people of both types invariably
find their particular source of profits
—through a trip to the semi-annual
international Leipzig Trade Fairs.

We invite you to weigh these facts
regarding the Fall Fairs, opening
August 28th: 5500 exhibitors from
25 countries; the exhibits cover every
line for the decorator, the specialized
store, the department store; 150,000
buyers from 72 countries will cover
all their interests in less than one
week's time. You will know what the
whole world offers in your line; you
will be at least six months ahead of
your stay-at-home competitors.

We can help you plan your trip in
detail. There is no obligation. Please
write on your letterhead for Booklet
No. 25, Leipzig Trade Fair, Inc., 10 East
40th Street, New York.

NEW FLOWER HOLDERS

Between the container and the bouquet are the first
 aids to floral decoration—modern flower arrangers. Today
they can be bought in a variety of shapes and colors for every
use that occasion demands, and the alert hostess can vary her
floral displays more easily and more successfully than any
other type of decoration.

The following six drawings illustrate some of the new
flower arrangers with a few suggestions as to their use.

LEFT: Peonies, Flowering Shrubs, etc.,
receive adequate support from double
loop holders for each stem. Dazey
"High Boy". Max Schling, Seedsmen

RIGHT: Carnations, Delphinium and
other long-stemmed flowers may be held
in place at the top of the container
by a Wedgins arranger. Bloomingdale's

BELOW: Japanese Iris, Arrowhead, Calla
Lilies, etc., can be gracefully spiked
on these Japanese holders of varying
shapes. Lotus bowl, holder, Yamanaka

RIGHT: Roses, Larkspur, etc., are kept
upright by suction feet on this Dazey
arranger though the bouquet may
not balance. Max Schling, Seedsmen

LEFT AND BELOW: High for Narcissus,
and low for Forget-Me-Not, this Ad-
justable holder can change shape easily.
Round or oval base. Lewis & Conger
Within an almost exactly symmetrical outline, the first floor is centered on the large living-dining room, with bay windows to the south. This room isolates the two master bedrooms on the east.

Groups of tall, round-headed windows are on the southern façade.

**HOUSE & GARDEN’S BOOKSHELF**


Fortunately for everybody concerned, the pronouncement as to the waning of interest in rock-gardening, with which the author greets her would-be readers in the first few words of this fine book, does not have to be true (and it isn’t) to assure her scholarly volume a generous reception by a host of gardeners whose only “herbs” at present are the smaller types being grown in those same rock-gardens—because, forsooth, of their floriferous or other botanical attractions.

Our experiences with the alpines in the rock-garden will have served so to widen and deepen our interest in the tiny inflorescence of many of our rock-inhabiting treasures that we are the more likely to awaken a lively desire to explore this new field presented—more as to its blooms, however, than as to its essences. It need hardly be pointed out that in this state of mind such an all-embracing treatise on Herbs, as a distinct class of garden features, will favor a prompt and cordial greeting.

While the title of the book suggests its restriction to the consideration of herbs suitable to cultivation in our northern latitudes, the historical treatment given each subject reaches wide horizons in both space and time; and though the medical phase is emphasized as the book’s raison d’être, the reader will often forget the herb in the striking picture presented of its history.

The author’s genial impulse toward companionable chat with her readers is evidenced by her story as to the herb Rue, “bitter but not poisonous,” which extends for several pages before all has been told that must prove essentially interesting, namely: its original habitat in the country about the eastern shores of the Mediterranean; the mention of Rue in St. Luke’s gospel; its present habitat “over much of Europe”; its part in the time of Aristotle (352 B.C.) and Pliny; and on through the Christian era—the latest date given for its medical use being 1810; a page of poetic quotations from Shakespeare, Whittier and Sir Walter Scott; its recognized potency against the “jinxes”; and its careful inclusion with the Eng.

(Continued on page 66)
The hired girl might be a deserving orphan or a member of a very large family. Frequently she was the daughter of most highly respectable neighbors, anxious to learn the art of housekeeping in a well-run household. Contrary to a widespread impression it seems that she usually did not eat at the family table except in houses where the life was very simple or on farms where the whole family and the farm hands ate at one great table in the kitchen. Her work was heavy and the hours long as we judge these things today, but all householding was more strenuous then. Her recreation was an accepted part of the routine, she entertained in the big kitchen of an evening and went oft to Socials and sleigh rides with her friends. Church-going was considered important for her as for the family and she was taken and fetched to the proper concern of the woman of the house. Her life was very simple or on farms and yet these books date right through the years when the hired girl tradition was flourishing and producing the wholesome and satisfactory service which was long remembered.

APPARENTLY some people had hired girls and others had servants and servant problems. Although these wide differences in experience with domestic help seem to have been always with us, it does not follow that it must always be a matter of luck with some, and misfortune for others. It would seem that the answer to the problem might be found up in just this distinction between the hired girl and the servant. In looking for a permanent solution there is much to be learned by checking our answers against the past.

THE PROVIDENCE SOCIETY

A brief glance at the record shows that there is literally nothing new in our situation. Listen to the first annual report of the Providence Society for Encouragement of Faithful Domestic Servants, in 1832. The Society was organized by sixteen gentlemen in Providence to improve the domestic employment situation through "rewarding faithfulness and sobriety and making distinctions between the virtuous and the vicious by adopting rules as to the mode of their employment". The gentlemen point out that "on the basis of the last census it is supposed that there are enough servants in Providence to do the work of twice the population and yet it is well known that good servants were never more wanted."

The Government figures in our present day of unemployment show only nine per cent of the domestic servant group as unemployed and yet it is well known that there are enough servants in Providence to do the work of twice the population and yet it is well known that good servants were never more wanted."

(Continued on page 65)
THE HIRED GIRL

(continued from page 64)

ing new in domestic's remaining un­
employed rather than going into service.

Though the Providence Society was forced to admit that they met with "a great lack of cooperation among the housewives" and "the servants put up great opposition as rumors were circu­lated that the Society was organized to op­press and degrade them", they con­cluded they were satisfied that the Cause of the Society was a good one. Though there seem to have been no subsequent reports of their efforts, the Cause is still considered to be a good and we can rest assured for today we have clubs and committees formed to deal with a servant problem which is almost exactly the same in its grievances and abuses as that which agitated the gentlemen of Providence more than a hundred years ago.

OLD "SWEARNT PROBLEM" BOOKS

It is hard to imagine any method of placating the servant problem which has not been tried in vain. In 1824 Mrs. Esther Copley started a publication "expressly devoted to the best interests of Domestic", a trade publication, if you will entitled The Christian Gleaner, and Servants Magazine. Later she published Kind Words for the Kitchen in which no Christian precept was left untried in her efforts to show the virtu­e of the servant's humble lot. Despite this lofty patronage the protests of the servants themselves were apparently so well justified that the Public Service Commission in Live and Let Live, or Domestic Ser­vice Illustrated by Catherine Maria Sedgwick, published by Harper Brothers in 1837.

Here, under the thin disguise of a polite novel, are shown the trials and tribulations of an honest servant, disturb­ingly similar to those we are still hearing today. But in the character of Sara, the much envied woman who never had servant problems, we find a voice crying in the wilderness. When she is accused by the other ladies of "flummery" since she persists in refer­ring to "employer and employee" rather than "mistress and servant", she asks, "How can a person who contracts to perform certain labor under your roof, who makes her own stipulations and may leave with impunity at any mo­ment, any more be considered your servant in the old sense than the build­er who builds your house or the engi­neer who constructs your railroad?" Of course the ladies fell in a dither at her "absurd talk" and her logic has not been generally accepted, but the ques­tion shows that Sara in 1837 had put her finger on the crux of the so-called servant problem.

SERVANT SITUATION TODAY

That the women of this country have not as yet realized the necessity for a modern realistic employer-employee-attitude is as clearly shown in the excellent survey of The Servant Problem in Fortune for March, 1938. By careful analysis of the questionnaires which were returned by seventeen thousand read­ers. Fortune is able to draw an accu­rate picture of working conditions for domestic servants today. Perhaps most significant is the fact that 99.7% of the readers whose servants work twelve hours a day affirm they take good care of them, and yet every house­wife knows and the domestic employ­ment agencies confirm, that long hours are the most common objection to domes­tic service in every locality. As any business man will tell you—once you start complaining of your servant problems—a good employer­employee relationship is based pri­marily on the human relationship and cooperation in doing a given job. An­swering the housewife's immediate objection that this sort of business may work in offices and factories but it will not work in the home, is the fact that it was an old-fashioned type of good employer-employee relationship that worked with the hired girl; whereas our best efforts to make servants of this one particular group have been making trouble for more than a hundred years.

FOR A MODERN SOLUTION

It is true that there seem to be many obstacles peculiar to domestic work, but there are few businesses which have not met and solved their own peculiar problems in adjusting re­lations with employees.

Taking that most important point of long hours, there are many possibili­ties for adjustment. The first necessity rests squarely on the shoulders of the housewife as an employer. It is here that she must begin her cooperation by mapping the household routine to fit in with shorter hours. This is always the part of the employer and it is al­ways difficult whether it is the factory or home. Because housework must of necessity start before breakfast and end after dinner, the time adjustment can usually be made most practically by scheduling time off in the afternoon. To be effective this must really be time off and not time on call for the tele­phone, doorbell or children. There are also possibilities for cutting down long hours by not requiring service at break­fast or lunch. For the special occasions which will arise in any schedule, over­time work should certainly be balanced by equal time off or extra pay. Time and a half pay for overtime work is an accepted practice in industry.

To maintain her well planned schedule the wise employer will provide the best equipment, work space and living accommodations that she can af­ford. This is a simple fundamental of efficient management. She will also do well to accept the other recognized re­sponsibilities of good employers—va­cations with pay and insurance of the employee against sickness and accident.

The success of the housewife-employer will depend in equal part upon the quality of the human relationship she maintains with her employees. In developing a responsible attitude and an honest point of view she can learn again from the good business-employers. Their manner of giving orders, criticizing and commending, stems from a wholesome respect for those who work for and with them. This same respect and the practical give-and-take of honest cooperation can be adapted by American women to create real em­ployer-employee relationships instead of servant problems.
COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG

has shown how the beauty and charm of the traditionally American wood-shingle roof can be duplicated in exact facsimile... in fire safe, permanent Williamsburg Asbestos Shingles. Individually hand textured... no two alike. In color and texture identical with a hundred-year-old roof.

Williamsburg TAPERED ASBESTOS SHINGLES

by MOHAWK

Like a Little California Color

in Your Home?

If you possess a terrace, patio or other locale for outdoor dining, here's how to enliven your alfresco table—authentic Vernon Pottery in soft pastels—azure, pistachio, orchid, sand, straw, mist. (For interior decoration, too.) Get "Modern California" at better stores.

If you prefer a gay pattern, there's "Casa California" latest creation of famed ceramic artist Gale Turnbull. Other striking Vernon patterns are "Organdie" (criss-cross stripes), Native American (peasant designs) and Constellation (stars on blue background).

For free color booklet showing these and other beautiful patterns in the Vernon line, write to Vernon Kilns, 2300 East 52nd Street, Dept. HG, Los Angeles, California.

WHITE TREE PEONY

CHAMPION OF TREE PEONIES

(continued from page 49)

scarlet, cerise, pink, flesh, salmon, lavender, yellow and white.

Tree Peonies are one of the oldest of cultivated plants for even ancient Chinese authors refer to them and we are able to recognize today the short woody branches familiar in the more stylized Chinese designs and paintings. Yet, despite the Tree Peony's great beauty and desirability in the garden, its introduction to Western gardens is not only remarkably recent, but so slow in finding its rightful place that even after a quarter of a century of effort, famous nurseries still offer scarcely more varieties than they did in 1908.

Mr. Wister, through his work at Germantown as well as his frequent lectures and articles, has accomplished a great deal in making the Tree Peony a more familiar and popular plant in American gardens. It is still a comparatively rare and high-priced plant, due mostly to the difficulty and costliness of propagating new plants of a given variety. Due also to gardeners who have been unduly frightened by the difficulty of raising a plant they would otherwise buy. But once having survived the first winter of transplanting, the Tree Peony is as hardy as most other common shrubs and grows deliberately.

Mr. Wister himself does no hybridizing, nor does he put out any plants. His work and concern is, in the main, that of cultivation, collecting every known variety, and singling out outstandingly beautiful plants to be named and perpetuated. By no means his least important service in this respect is the tremendous assistance he has given to horticulturists and gardeners in discarding and re-classifying the vast and confusing number of names given by the Orientals to over 500 different Tree Peony varieties.

ROSE FINK

HOUSE & GARDEN'S BOOKSHELF

(continued from page 63)

lish home plants which Governor Winthrop brought with him for his garden on Boston Common.

The 132 topical subjects of the book are grouped under 24 Linnaean Families, with the mention of more than 200 species, and there is a generous sprinkling of botanical drawings throughout the text. At the close of the book is a group of 32 pages of photogravures, most of them made in the herb garden, where some of the burly plants are from three to five feet in height, and in full bloom!

The author's fancy for poetical references as to her favorites persists all through the book, so that with nearly every opening of its pages the verses appear. There are two complete indexes: one in the botanical Latin, and the other of the English names. There is also a classification of the titles into Condiments, Medicinals, Perfumery elements, and Dyes.
tell the story of the Maine coast. All the harbors there are little white villages in which stand old houses built by sea captains in years gone by, for the history of Maine is interwoven with the sea. Her folk have gone to the sea in ships since the country was settled. They were whalers, they were fishermen, they were in the China trade.

I have been in a number of these old houses and they smack of their old-time owners, for you find in them strange Chinese gods, carved bits of ivory and models of clipper ships. Around them cling the memories of long-forgotten voyages when stout little sailing vessels cleared for strange ports and rounded the stormy Horn.

Driving along the Maine coast is a joyful adventure. The wind brings the tang of salt to your nostrils. On one side is the sea with the waves spouting foam against the rocks, on the other the green countryside. At night there are always comfortable places to stay.

Finally you arrive at the Park. It is gorgeous. The air is like wine. In the center is the bold range of the Mount Desert Mountains. They form the largest rock-built island on our Atlantic Coast. It is the only Park that I know of which is almost surrounded by the sea. Its towering cliffs form refuges for gulls, its forests for land birds. Like our other parks it is a wild life sanctuary, and not only does it have the wild life of the land, but the sea life as well. When I was a child such a trip would have taken at least ten days. In this Park is the famous Skjoline drive, which runs along the ridge of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Through the Park runs also the great Appalachian Trail, a footpath for hikers which is probably the longest in the world. It goes from Maine to Georgia, and covers nearly 2,000 miles.

Further south still is the Great Smoky Mountain National Park. It is in North Carolina and Tennessee and the largest park in the East. It once was the home of the Cherokee Indians. It is not fully completed today, but even at that it is a paradise for motorists and hikers. It contains the largest tracts of virgin Red Spruce and hardwood forests left in the United States and many of its trees are giants.

Few visitors can get this far south and escape the lure of semi-wilderness country without planning to see "some day" the National Parks of the Far West and to stay "next summer" at one of the Dude Ranches. And there is a wide choice of location and entertainment, of simplicity and refinement that we have now made it available to all lovers of 18th Century American furniture. Your admiration of Kindel's Colonial Reproductions, this carefully prepared book has met with such general acclaim that we have now made it available to all lovers of 18th Century American furniture. Your admiration of Kindel Colonial Reproductions, this carefully prepared book has met with such general acclaim that we have now made it available to all lovers of 18th Century American furniture. Your admiration of Kindel Colonial Reproductions, this carefully prepared book has met with such general acclaim that we have now made it available to all lovers of 18th Century American furniture. Your admiration of Kindel Colonial Reproductions, this carefully prepared book has met with such general acclaim that we have now made it available to all lovers of 18th Century American furniture. Your admiration of Kindel Colonial Reproductions, this carefully prepared book has met with such general acclaim that we have now made it available to all lovers of 18th Century American furniture. Your admiration of Kindel Colonial Reproductions, this carefully prepared book has met with such general acclaim that we have now made it available to all lovers of 18th Century American furniture.

I have just given the briefest sketch of the attractions. Any details that anyone wishes can be obtained from the head office of the park, at Main Street and Park Road, Bar Harbor. If you are there you can find information booths at all of the villages of the island. One thing I can guarantee—any normal person will feel on the crest of the wave from morning untill at Acadia Park.

I am so enthusiastic about Acadia Park that I fear I have neglected a couple of the other Eastern parks which are also delightful. One of these is the Shenandoah. It is in Virginia, in the heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains. My favorite time to go there is in the Spring when the flowers are gorgeous, particularly the Azaleas and Apple blossoms. In the Shenandoah Valley they have an Apple blossom festival in the Spring that alone is well worth a visit in the time spent.

I used to fish in the Blue Ridge Mountains long before anyone thought of making a park there, when I was only knee-high to a grasshopper. Also I used to go down in the Fall, when shooting, Admiral Rixey of the Navy was my companion. He was surroinued, and though he had no children of his own he knew little boys and liked them. We used to drive with a span of horses from Washington, heading south for Thoroughfare Gap. We carried everything in the backboard with us—dogs, guns, ammunition, and what Dr. Rixey called his war sack, which contained everything from a small child in a sewing kit. A third horse was generally tied behind the backboard. Our plans were never definite. We stopped for the night at an old inn or a farm house. We stayed in a place as long as we wished, and then moved on.

Times have changed now. People who travel where we travelled move just about ten times as fast as we moved. I got a taste of this when I visited ex-president Hoover in his camp which is now a part of the Park. I left Puerto Rico by airplane early one morning and was in Washington next morning. An automobile was waiting, and I was at the lodge in the Blue Ridge Mountains by lunch. That afternoon I was fishing for trout on the stream. When I was a child such a trip would have taken at least ten days.

In this Park is the famous Skyline drive, which runs along the ridge of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Through the Park runs also the great Appalachian Trail, a footpath for hikers which is probably the longest in the world. It goes from Maine to Georgia, and covers nearly 2,000 miles.

Farther south still is the Great Smoky Mountain National Park. It is in North Carolina and Tennessee the largest park in the East. It once was the home of the Cherokee Indians. It is not fully completed today, but even at that it is a paradise for motorists and hikers. It contains the largest tracts of virgin Red Spruce and hardwood forests left in the United States and many of its trees are giants.

Few visitors can get this far south and escape the lure of semi-wilderness country without planning to see "some day" the National Parks of the Far West and to stay "next summer" at one of the Dude Ranches. And there is a wide choice of location and entertainment, of simplicity and refinement in the Dude Ranches scattered throughout the country.

There are ranches in Wyoming just south of Yellowstone Park and east of Grand Teton Park. There are those in southwestern Montana, near Yellowstone. Others in the wild plains of Colorado, central part of Colorado, and many of the Blue Mountains in Oregon. (Continued on page 69)
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and California. All offer a choice of rugged outdoor exercise under the guidance of friendly ranchers.

But for the seasoned hiker and rider, perhaps another exciting virgin land can be found than that at McKinley National Park in Alaska. McKinley, as you know, is the highest mountain in North America and under its peak live glaciers, magnificent mountains, and swift flowing streams in abundance. The sunshine during the summer months is glorious and lasts for more than 18 hours a day. On June 21st, the sun is visible at midnight from the top of the mountains 4,000 feet in height and the inhabitants in Fairbanks 123 miles away stage a baseball game to celebrate.

I know of no more delightful experience in vacation time than to go to one of these National Parks. Don't make definite plans—they are the bane of a vacation. If you and I are alike we don't like travelling on schedule. If you want to stay two or three days in one place, do so. Try to forget that there is such a thing as time. A large part of the year I have to catch the 8:23 every morning. Probably you have to do the same thing. Well, get rid of that 8:23 on the train schedule. Of course there are hotels, and in them you can be very comfortable, but personally I like more of outdoors. I like camping out, and I like getting up early in the morning, though I admit this latter passion is not shared by the rest of the family. There is a gorgeous freshness about everything just after dawn. The nicest hour of the whole day is when light comes and the birds start singing. I am going to make another suggestion to you—take with you field books on nature. It makes all the difference in the world in your interest if you know that one tree is a White Oak and another a Sassafras; that this cliff is granite and that one shale. Even more interesting are the wild flowers and birds. It is really exciting when you identify some little feathered sprite as a species you have never seen in the flesh before.

Then there is the cooking. That is as good fun almost as eating the food afterwards. A rumor is current in my family to the effect that I don't know how to cook. I want here and now to brand it as a lie. I can cook well. You should taste my bacon and fried eggs, sunny side up. At the moment, writing of them makes me feel hungry. I can see the fire with the frying pan resting on it. I can hear the splutter of the bacon grease and smell the delicious aroma. If you will do as I say, you will have a splendid time.
House & Garden's Directory of Distinguished Hotels and Resorts

CALIFORNIA

Arrowhead Springs

Los Angeles Springs Hotel. Beautiful 1,000-acre area. Hotel, bungalows, mineral water pool, drug stores, shops, 3-boutique stores. Rates: Winter, $6.00 up.

COLORADO

Brook Forest

Brook Forest Inn. A Swiss Chalet at 8,000 feet, all accommodations for 6. Excellent food. Write for folder. Edwin E. Witz, owner.

Colorado Springs

The Broadmoor. At the foot of Pike's Peak. Arranging of recent center—center of social and sports activities in the West. Write for reservation.

Estes Park


Evergreen

Tudor-in-the-Pines. Luxurious hotel and resort 30 miles from Denver. Excellent service in beauty. Taken over by Mountain Parks. All sports.

CONNECTICUT

Indian Neck—Branford

The Mattatuck. Delightfully located on Lenz Island and very near all social and sports activities. Excellent facilities for children. Accommodations. 239. Send for booklet. O. Old Lyme

Bar Harbor


Kennebunkport


Friendship—Martin Point


Sherwood Forest


MICHIGAN

Charlevoix


Glen Arbor


Macinac Island

Grand Hotel. A quaint, historic retreat, with the world's largest summer hotel offering every diversion and entertainment. Write for interesting booklet.

MINNESOTA

Gull Lake—Brainerd


MISSISSIPPI

Pass Christian


NEVADA

Lake Tahoe

Grouse Lodge and Ranch. On most famous lake in West. Excellent golf, skiing, lake and mountain sports. One hour from Reno. $5.00 up. Moderate rates. Brochure. C. T. Detwiler, Manager.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

East Woburn


Portsmouth

THE COOLEY-PLAZA

Situated in historic Concord Square which provides a hotel setting as distinguished as any in the world. Nearest hotel to State House and Washington Avenue Railroad Stations. Easily accessible to fine show places and theaters. This hotel is convenient to the residential neighborhoods of Concord. Rooms have 34 single—$6 double. Illustrated folder on request. Arthur L. Eave, Mag. Dir.

Squam Lake—Holderness


NEW JERSEY

Spring Lake Beach

The Essex and Seaside. A distinctive ocean front hotel with its own private bathing beach—less than two hours from New York. C. B. Krom, Managing Director.


NEW YORK

Adirondack Mountains—Saranac Inn


Briercliff Manor


Crescent


Lake George—Bolton Landing

American Plan. $3.25 per day.

THE SAGAMORE
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American Plan. $3.25 per day.
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THE BRITISH TRADITION DISTINGUISHES
CUNARD WHITE STAR

THE WALDORF-ASTORIA
Much more for a little more is true economy . . . much less for a little less is false economy . . . people who know the value of money are particularly partial to the Waldorf-Astoria. Park Avenue, 49th to 50th, New York.

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville
The Motor and Cottages—by beautiful Altamaha Parkway. Write for brochure, Robert D. Ramsey, President.

Pennsylvania
Eagles Mere
Cottages set, especially attuned to Lake of Eagles. 1,200 ft. alt. (18) golf; tennis; water sports; restaurants; dance; minstrel shows. R. J. Liddle, Proprietor.

Hershey
Hotel Hershey. One of America's finest. Magnificent setting. Open your summer. American and Continental plans. 4 Golf Courses. All outdoor sports.

Philadelphia

RHODE ISLAND
Narragansett Pier
Magnificent Hotel. An all-round combination of ideal conditions. Rural picturesque scenery. (7) Tennis courts. C. Barker Bryant, Owner.

Watch Hill

VERMONT
Averill Lakes

Lake Champlain—Burlington
Oakleaf, Motor and Stone Cottages. 109 rooms; Modern; airport; All land and water sports; and elegance. Parker, Fred C., Chief.

Lake Memphremagog—Stowe
The Lakeside. Bed and Breakfast. 1,300 ft. elevation. Open your season. Scenic drives; tennis; golf; mountains; field hockey; ski-slopes; illuminated puller.

New Hampshire
Hale Manor
Open June 27th for 1926 summer season. In Beautiful Lake Region. All sports General. Illustrated brochure. Illustrated June 8th.

LAREY

Virginia Beach
Carvel Hotel and Beach Club. Surf bathing, 7 golf courses, tennis, riding, boating, revereing game. Roland Bates, Managing Director. Write for information.

CANADA
Skookumchuck—British Columbia

DUDE RANCHES
For you who like the sagebrush and the open spaces.

HANDSOMELY . . .

Handsomenly is the British seaman’s word for a job done “steadily and carefully” — a job done well. And it summarizes a host of qualities as manifold as the British tradition itself. It means quickness and precision in the helmsman’s steadiness and carefully” — a job done well. And it summarizes a host of qualities as manifold as the British tradition—glamorously beautiful tower in the center of the city. It means quickness and precision in the helmsman’s rates from New York as low as $26.50 cabin, $22.50 tourist, $93.50. Third Class . . . summer season slightly higher.

CUNARD WHITE STAR TO ALL EUROPE
Largest fleet on the Atlantic . . . widest choice of routes!

Cherbourg—Southampton Express. Queen Mary June 22, July 20, Aquitania June 79.


Also weekly from Montreal to Britain and the Continent.

Rates from New York as low as $179 Cabin, $122.30 Tourist, $93.50 Third Class . . . summer season slightly higher.


CUNARD WHITE STAR TO ALL EUROPE
Largest fleet on the Atlantic . . . widest choice of routes!

Cherbourg—Southampton Express. Queen Mary June 22, July 20, Aquitania June 79.


Also weekly from Montreal to Britain and the Continent.

Rates from New York as low as $179 Cabin, $122.30 Tourist, $93.50 Third Class . . . summer season slightly higher.

Complete summer vacation cruise program.

See your local agent or 23 Broadway, 6th Fifth Ave., N.Y.
Your Reliable Guide to Good Garden Finds

Shrubs of nearly all kinds, except shallow rooters like azaleas and rhododendrons are benefited by occasional light cultivation during summer. . . . If you have to do any transplanting at this season, do it quickly and only after the shrubs in question have been thoroughly watered . . . Move them in pairs of water if possible . . . Too many people neglect the control of insect enemies on their shrubs. Keep these pests down at all times by constant spraying and dusting.

HOUSE & GARDEN'S Portfolio of Flower Prints

25 superb flower engravings, reproduced in full color, suitable for framing, with an introduction and biographical notes by Richardson Wright. Enclosed in a handsome case $5 (postpaid)

Send your order now to:

The Condé Nast Publications, Inc., Greenwich, Conn.
current of air if possible.

Rose buds may be kept as buds very much longer if, at night, they are supplied with a “night cap” of tissue paper. This is made by placing over the bloom a piece of tissue paper, held by twisting around the base of bloom. Azaleas, which seem to fall even before they fade, may be made to linger by placing chewing gum at the point where flowers join the stems.

RULES FOR CUTTING

The ordinary garden flowers will last longer if one will adhere to a few simple rules. When gathering, use a sharp knife and make a long slanting cut. A dull knife may clog the surface of plant tissue and a roughly abraded surface is apt to decay more quickly. The best time to cut garden flowers is early in the morning when the tissues contain a maximum of water, the relative humidity of the air is higher, and the temperature is lower than later in the day.

Peonies cut before they have opened will not only last longer but will keep their coloring longer than if allowed to open on the stalk. It may happen, however, that only full-bloom flowers can be obtained. In that event, it is well to carry a pail of water into the garden and place the cut blooms in it. It is well to carry a pail of water into the garden and place the cut blooms in it. There are few flowers which last longer than Peonies if handled properly. Florists often keep them in cold storage for weeks. Carnation, Rose, Cosmos and Dahlia, effective. In the experiments they used aspirin, quinine and common table salt as other chemical substances, when added to water in which stems of flowers are placed, will lengthen their span of life. Doctors Hitchcock and Zimmerman experimented with fifty-one different chemical substances—among them asp­irin, quinine and common table salt—and found that none was noticeably effective. In the experiments they used Carnation, Rose, Cosmos and Dahlia.

When flowers are received in bruised condition and show a tendency to wither, a few drops of aromatic spirits of ammonia added to water in which they are cooled will materially aid in reviving them.

There seems to be a well-fixed popular conviction that aspirin or some other chemical substance, when added to water in which stems of flowers stand, will lengthen their span of life. Doctors Hitchcock and Zimmerman experiment­ed with fifty-one different chemical substances—among them as­pirin, quinine and common table salt—and found that none was noticeably effective. In the experiments they used Carnation, Rose, Cosmos and Dahlia.

This aids in the absorption of water.

It is usually considered that Poppies are without value for cutting. They will last particularly well if, immediately after cutting, the stems are dipped for a minute or so upward in cold water. They will last particularly well if, immediately after cutting, the stems are dipped for a minute or so upward in cold water.

The Japanese have made a great study of the treatment various types of flowers should receive to lengthen keeping qualities. When Wisteria is used in decoration they burn the stems and then immerse them in spirits. The stems of Hydrangeas are burnt to char­coal, then immersed in water. It appears that the reason for this treatment is to render the stems aseptic so that bacteria cannot readily enter.

REVIVING FLOWERS

When flowers are received in bruised condition and show a tendency to wither, a few drops of aromatic spirits of ammonia added to water in which they are cooled will materially aid in reviving them.

There seems to be a well-fixed popular conviction that aspirin or some other chemical substance, when added to water in which stems of flowers stand, will lengthen their span of life. Doctors Hitchcock and Zimmerman experiment­ed with fifty-one different chemical substances—among them as­pirin, quinine and common table salt—and found that none was noticeably effective. In the experiments they used Carnation, Rose, Cosmos and Dahlia.
Here, in pictures, is 137 years of fine paper making. In 1801, Zenas Crane made his first rag paper in Dalton, Mass. Next year his great friend, Phineas Allen, published the Pittsfield "Sun" presumably on Crane rag paper, and today a copy, in perfect condition, is in the museum of the Crane Company. We show it here (above right) with one of the labels (right) used on the earliest bundles of foolscap. Above: Crane's latest colors and designs in country house stationery—all are pure rag papers.

MING

Image of an Era. China's rich, complacent, self-indulgent days preserved in interesting polychromed wood sculpture. Porcelains, bronzes, paintings, and lacquers, too. The collector of Ming finds them all at Gump's... Treasure House of the world's art, ancient and modern.

GUMP'S
SAN FRANCISCO - HONOLULU

PAPER ANNIVERSARY

This graceful bed in genuine solid Mahogany faithfully reproduces a prized heirloom found on an old-time Southern plantation. The unusual canopy is adapted from the canopy of an antique bed now in Ashlawn, Albemarle County, Virginia, formerly the home of President James Monroe. Single and double widths. Canopy height, 90 inches.

Statton Truetype
FURNITURE

Send for Free Booklet on maple and mahogany reproductions of Early American furniture. Address: STATTON Furniture, Washington County, Md.
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AT
SARATOGA
SPA

From the days of Washington's visit and proposed purchase of the springs, through its years as THE watering place of fashion, Saratoga made indelible impress on life in America... Now, reborn to the service of public health, it is a magnificent State-owned Spa. Here are scientific bath treatments for heart conditions, and other chronic ills—and drinking cures for disordered digestion. Your living may be inexpensive, simple or as luxurious as you desire...

For descriptive booklet write Saratoga Springs Authority, 661 Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

Owned and operated by the STATE of NEW YORK

"Field Rose"—another new QUEEN ANNE Cloth of hand-printed, color-fast INDIAN HEAD $1.00 53 x 53 ins. $1.39 53 x 71 ins.
Royal Blue and Copper, Light and Dark Green, Gold and Brown, Wine and Silver, Red and Royal Blue. Napkins, 12½ ins., 10¢ each 14½ ins., 17¢ each

The permanent linen-like finish on Indian Head Cloth keeps these gay sets looking fresh and crisp as new, always. If you do not find them at leading stores write "Queen Anne," Box 36, West New York, New Jersey.

INDIAN HEAD

The perenial name-like finish on Indian Head Cloth keeps these gay sets looking fresh and crisp as new, always. If you do not find them at leading stores write "Queen Anne," Box 36, West New York, New Jersey.

"Field Rose"—another new QUEEN ANNE Cloth of hand-printed, color-fast INDIAN HEAD

From the days of Washington's visit and proposed purchase of the springs, through its years as THE watering place of fashion, Saratoga made indelible impress on life in America... Now, reborn to the service of public health, it is a magnificent State-owned Spa. Here are scientific bath treatments for heart conditions, and other chronic ills—and drinking cures for disordered digestion. Your living may be inexpensive, simple or as luxurious as you desire...

For descriptive booklet write Saratoga Springs Authority, 661 Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

Owned and operated by the STATE of NEW YORK
"I like my bath better now, Mummy!"

YES, JIMMY, and Mummy enjoys your bath too. You see, Kohler's new Cosmopolitan Bath has a lower rim. Yes, as well as the rest of the family, can get in and out of comfortably. But that's not all. The bottom is wider and flatter—for showering safety and more bathing space. The rim is flat and makes a fine seat for older folks too. Foot-bathing's simpler for all.

AND HOW HANDSOME it makes the whole bathroom! The Cosmopolitan's lower rim ... the vertical columns that blend into the rim ... the subtle Kohler lines and glasy smoothness of surface ... all help this new bath to blend into a beautiful matched Kohler bathroom which includes the shell-back Gramercy Lavatory and the quiet Bolton Closet.

• Your Master Plumber will tell you many more desirable features of the Cosmopolitan and will show you how it can be installed quickly and at low cost. Speak to him also about other Kohler Fixtures—for kitchen as well as bathroom. And about Kohler's F.H.A. Finance Plan. Write for free 24-page illustrated booklet, "Planned Plumbing." Kohler Co. Founded 1873. Kohler, Wisconsin.

FROM A GARDENER'S NOTE-BOOK

SEEING SILLS. It is so essential to start seedlings off right that any trouble one takes with the soil for seed flats and seed seeds is amply rewarded. Consider the purpose—to afford a medium in which seeds can easily germinate, be kept at the right degree of moisture and find just enough food for their roots to seek—thereby both sustaining life and tempting the roots of the seedlings to grow lustily.

The compost heap, turned several times over a two years' preparation and finely screened, is the best source of soil for flats. As an extra fillip, add one-third of Sorbex or some other finely ground peat moss. If the soil proves too acidic, it should be corrected by lime. The humus will afford sufficient food to start with. The texture of the soil and its moisture-holding capacity are the main essentials at this point.

ROSE FEED. While Roses need constant feeding during their growing season, avoid glutting them. Especially is this true of newly-planted Roses. Lavish quantities of bone meal mixed with the soil immediately packed around a Rose's roots are apt to kill the plant than feed it. A Spring top dressing of well-rotten manure will serve to start Roses off; after that, small quantities of manure water regularly administered should comprise the diet. Constant cultivation of the soil, to keep it open and aerated, is as essential as feeding.

NIGHT LIFE OF LUPINS. This year, with the country gone hectic over the Russell Lupin, gardeners will be having a variety of Lupin experience. Some will never get the plants beyond the seedling stage, unless they are careful about watering the seed flats with a temperate hand. Others may be disappointed that their plants have not flowered with such gigantic spikes as Lupins in England are pictured as producing. The chances are that those who live in sections of the country where Summer nights are cool, will grow the Russell and any other variety of Lupins most successfully. Hot muggy nights seem to discourage them from growing.

THE FIVE SENSES. At the International Flower Show in New York this year we used to linger around a display of Violets just to count the number of people who instinctively leaned over life and tempting the roots of the seedlings, to see what they actually think of it.

Iris Species. This year we are indulging our curiosity with raising from seed a flock of Iris species. To be sure, most of them can be bought as plants, but we hold to the old-fashioned idea that the way to know a plant is to grow it from the start. Long before each packet was planted, all the available information about its needs, methods of growth, habitat and place in the garden were set down on a card. With this in hand—and starting from seed—we expect to become fairly intimate with those Iris wildlings.

COLLECTOR'S CORNER. At more and more flower shows you will be seeing featured the Collector's Corner, first brought to the fore by the Federated Garden Clubs of New York and New Jersey in the New York Flower Shows. In this corner all the available members of certain plant families are assembled. They may be the Ivies or the Geraniums or all the novelties of the year. Sometimes these displays are grown by a club, often by one ambitious individual gardener. They show that gardening in this country is still striving to learn more, still striving to garden more and depending less and less on "artistic arrangements" of flowers for the improvement of horticulture.

MRS. SPY AND THE RULES. During the past Winter, Constance Spry of London has been lecturing to American garden clubs on the kinds of flower arrangements she makes in England. Apparently her arrangements aren't cramped by any hide-bound rules. In many places her audiences have welcomed her suggestions as freeing them from a rule-inertia that has settled down on American flower arrangements and threatened to quash enthusiasm for this pleasant, productive, but adjunctive to gardening. Others merely dismissed her freedom from rules as "soothing we abandoned twenty years ago." We wonder if, perchance, some of the freedom abandoned twenty years ago wasn't worth keeping.

A "LIFT" FOR THE OLDER FOLK!

WITH Shepard HomeLIFT—the automatic, electric Home Elevator—you are upstairs or down at the touch of a button. A priceless boon to older folk or invalids. Operates from lighting circuit at less than one cent per day. Simple—SAFE—Dependable—Mostly price. Easily installed in new or old homes remodeled. Hundreds in use—everywhere. Illustrated booklet and details upon request.

THE Shepard ELEVATOR COMPANY
Builders of Finest Office and Hotel Elevators
2429 Colerain Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio
Representatives in Principal Cities

• Shepard HomeLIFT

IT'S THAT BALSAM-WOOL INSULATION!

Your home will be refreshingly cool, no matter how hot the night, if insulated with Balsam-Wool. You will sleep comfortably—will awake refreshed. For Balsam-Wool's greater insulating efficiency—insulation assures shade temperature night and day, all summer long.

IN YOUR NEW HOME you will want to assure yourself of this comfort in summer and fuel savings in winter by using this superior insulation. For with Balsam-Wool, you are SURE of lasting insulation efficiency—it is fastened in place—is protected with the important moisture barrier—defeats wind penetration—is fire resistant. And Balsam-Wool is made in thicknesses to fit every weather condition—to fit every pocketbook.

IN YOUR PRESENT HOME for a surprisingly few dollars and just a few hours' time, this desirable insulation can be installed

— to stop summer's heat—to reduce winter's fuel bills. A money-back guarantee is your assurance of satisfaction.

REDUCED COST—a new method of applying reduces application costs 50%, increases efficiency. Mail the coupon for details.

WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY
Room 112-7, First National Bank Bldg. St. Paul, Minnesota

Gentlemen: I want to be sure of comfort and fuel savings—tell me how.
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Address
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SUMMER SPECIALS

In summer those who really know how to enjoy life adopt the admirable Rule of the Three Lights—Light Clothes, Light Food, Light Drinks. Thick soups and thick soups, heavy breads, heavy meats, heavy drinks are out; in their place appear linen suits and light wines, shorts and salads, and the frivolous concoctions that the mind of the questing gourmet creates.

SUMMER LONG DRINKS

In spite of Chisholm's statement that he didn't care where the water went so long as it didn't go into the wine, this is the season when water goes into a lot of drinks. It can be plain water (and there are times when a long drink of pump water is the grandest libation that ever rolled down a throat) or it can be charged; now there are two degrees of charged water: ordinary and superb. The ordinary is poor economy because it soon loses its vitality; glass through glass, the drink is flat. Either use plain water or the best carbonated club soda.

The variations that can go into water to make Summer drinks legion. Start with the simplest—take a tall glass, fill it with cracked ice, pour a pony of Creme de Menthe and fill with plain water. Rhine wine and seltzer is an aged and sensible standby. There's no use giving over a vintage Hock to this purpose; rather use an inexpensive Niersteiner. An equally old standby in the Troops is gin and tonic (i.e., charged quinine water). Even by itself quinine tonic has admirable virtues. Italian Vermouth and seltzer accompanied by thin tongue sandwiches go into a lot of drinks. It can be plain that he didn't care where the water went so long as it didn't go into the wine, this is the season when water goes into a lot of drinks. It can be plain water (and there are times when a long drink of pump water is the grandest libation that ever rolled down a throat) or it can be charged; now there are two degrees of charged water: ordinary and superb. The ordinary is poor economy because it soon loses its vitality; glass through glass, the drink is flat. Either use plain water or the best carbonated club soda.

The variations that can go into water to make Summer drinks legion. Start with the simplest—take a tall glass, fill it with cracked ice, pour a pony of Creme de Menthe and fill with plain water. Rhine wine and seltzer is an aged and sensible standby. There's no use giving over a vintage Hock to this purpose; rather use an inexpensive Niersteiner. An equally old standby in the Troops is gin and tonic (i.e., charged quinine water). Even by itself quinine tonic has admirable virtues. Italian Vermouth and seltzer accompanied by thin tongue sandwiches go into a lot of drinks. It can be plain that he didn't care where the water went so long as it didn't go into the wine, this is the season when water goes into a lot of drinks. It can be plain water (and there are times when a long drink of pump water is the grandest libation that ever rolled down a throat) or it can be charged; now there are two degrees of charged water: ordinary and superb. The ordinary is poor economy because it soon loses its vitality; glass through glass, the drink is flat. Either use plain water or the best carbonated club soda.

The variations that can go into water to make Summer drinks legion. Start with the simplest—take a tall glass, fill it with cracked ice, pour a pony of Creme de Menthe and fill with plain water. Rhine wine and seltzer is an aged and sensible standby. There's no use giving over a vintage Hock to this purpose; rather use an inexpensive Niersteiner. An equally old standby in the Troops is gin and tonic (i.e., charged quinine water). Even by itself quinine tonic has admirable virtues. Italian Vermouth and seltzer accompanied by thin tongue sandwiches go into a lot of drinks. It can be plain that he didn't care where the water went so long as it didn't go into the wine, this is the season when water goes into a lot of drinks. It can be plain water (and there are times when a long drink of pump water is the grandest libation that ever rolled down a throat) or it can be charged; now there are two degrees of charged water: ordinary and superb. The ordinary is poor economy because it soon loses its vitality; glass through glass, the drink is flat. Either use plain water or the best carbonated club soda.

The variations that can go into water to make Summer drinks legion. Start with the simplest—take a tall glass, fill it with cracked ice, pour a pony of Creme de Menthe and fill with plain water. Rhine wine and seltzer is an aged and sensible standby. There's no use giving over a vintage Hock to this purpose; rather use an inexpensive Niersteiner. An equally old standby in the Troops is gin and tonic (i.e., charged quinine water). Even by itself quinine tonic has admirable virtues. Italian Vermouth and seltzer accompanied by thin tongue sandwiches go into a lot of drinks. It can be plain that he didn't care where the water went so long as it didn't go into the wine, this is the season when water goes into a lot of drinks. It can be plain water (and there are times when a long drink of pump water is the grandest libation that ever rolled down a throat) or it can be charged; now there are two degrees of charged water: ordinary and superb. The ordinary is poor economy because it soon loses its vitality; glass through glass, the drink is flat. Either use plain water or the best carbonated club soda.

The variations that can go into water to make Summer drinks legion. Start with the simplest—take a tall glass, fill it with cracked ice, pour a pony of Creme de Menthe and fill with plain water. Rhine wine and seltzer is an aged and sensible standby. There's no use giving over a vintage Hock to this purpose; rather use an inexpensive Niersteiner. An equally old standby in the Troops is gin and tonic (i.e., charged quinine water). Even by itself quinine tonic has admirable virtues. Italian Vermouth and seltzer accompanied by thin tongue sandwiches go into a lot of drinks. It can be plain that he didn't care where the water went so long as it didn't go into the wine, this is the season when water goes into a lot of drinks. It can be plain water (and there are times when a long drink of pump water is the grandest libation that ever rolled down a throat) or it can be charged; now there are two degrees of charged water: ordinary and superb. The ordinary is poor economy because it soon loses its vitality; glass through glass, the drink is flat. Either use plain water or the best carbonated club soda. 
IN MODEL HOMES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
BUILDERS SPECIFY

Gas for the "4 Big Jobs"

MORE "TIME OFF" FOR COOKS. In these model kitchens Automatic Gas Ranges and Gas Refrigerators make the cook's job easy. Gas Ranges combine speed, beauty, cleanliness and economy. Heat control...choke control...high speed smokeless broilers...ovens that pre-heat faster...instant top burner heat—all save cooking time. Automatic Gas Refrigerators in these kitchens are silent—have no moving parts to give trouble, and operate at continuing low cost.

ALWAYS PLENTY OF HOT WATER. Abundant hot water, day or night, is supplied in these model homes by modern Automatic Gas Water Heaters. These new Water Heaters are a vast improvement over the heaters of even a few years ago. They cost much less to operate. Temperature is automatically controlled. Insulation keeps water hot with less fuel. Even if an entire tankful is drawn off, hot water is again available in an almost unbelievably short time.

NO FURNACE TENDING. Gas for heating and winter air-conditioning goes into these model homes because it provides the greatest comfort without effort. A Gas furnace needs no "looking after." It is clean...quiet—in fact, the only completely automatic heat. There is no fuel storage or delivery problem. Cost of installation and upkeep are extremely low. The smart, compact unit can be made part of an attractive playroom.

FREE! Send for booklet, "Planning the World's Fastest-to-K Keep House," by Constance Holland; a valuable guide for saving time, money and effort in your own home. Mail this coupon to American Gas Association, Dept. A, 420 Lexington Ave., N.Y.
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GAS IS YOUR QUICK, CLEAN, ECONOMICAL SERVANT
CARIBBEAN CRUISES

sail from New York every Friday. Calls are made at Curacao, La Guaira, Puerto Cabello, Puerto Colombia, Cartagena, Panama Canal, Jamaica and Haiti. Shore trips to 15 cities including 2-day, 160 mile auto trip thru interior Venezuela at slight extra cost. Full day at Panama Canal with opportunity to see Gatun Locks in operation. No passports required.

16 DAYS from $285
including
OUTSIDE ROOM with PRIVATE BATH

SPLENDID "SANTA" SHIPS

Built especially for tropical cruising these liners provide all outside rooms, each with private bath; outdoor tiled swimming pools; dining rooms with roll back domes and casement windows opening onto promenade decks; Dorothy Gray Beauty Salons and pre-release talkies. See your travel agent or Grace Line, Rockefeller Center or 10 Hanover Sq., New York; Boston; Pittsburgh; Washington, D.C.; New Orleans; Chicago; San Francisco; Los Angeles; Seattle.

Also 31 and 38 Day Cruises to
PANAMA, COLOMBIA, ECUADOR, PERU, CHILE
and "Round South America Cruise-Tours

CARIBBEAN CRUISES